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Abstract
Classical field theory is insensitive to the split of the field into a background configuration and a
dynamical perturbation. In gauge theories, the situation is complicated by the fact that a covariant
(w.r.t. the background field) gauge fixing breaks this split independence of the action. Neverthe-
less, background independence is preserved on the observables, as defined via the BRST formalism,
since the violation term is BRST exact. In quantized gauge theories, however, BRST exactness of
the violation term is not sufficient to guarantee background independence, due to potential anoma-
lies. We define background independent observables in a geometrical formulation as flat sections
of the observable algebra bundle over the manifold of background configurations, with respect to
a flat connection which implements background variations. A theory is then called background
independent if such a flat (Fedosov) connection exists. We analyze the obstructions to preserve
background independence at the quantum level for pure Yang-Mills theory and for perturbative
gravity. We find that in the former case all potential obstructions can be removed by finite renor-
malization. In the latter case, as a consequence of power-counting non-renormalizability, there are
infinitely many non-trivial potential obstructions to background independence. We leave open the
question whether these obstructions actually occur.
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1 Introduction
In Quantum Field Theory (QFT), one frequently considers the quantum fluctuations around classical
field configurations. Examples are:
• Spontaneous symmetry breaking in the Standard Model, where one considers quantum fluctua-
tions around a non-trivial classical configuration of the Higgs field;
• The background field method, which is an efficient tool, for example, for the computation of the
renormalization group flow (see e.g. [1]);
• Perturbative Quantum Gravity, where one has to use a non-trivial background metric, providing
the necessary structure for the formulation of a QFT [2, 3].
Hence, the issue of background independence seems to be of high conceptual importance. Apart
from the discussion in [2], on which we comment in detail below, there are basically two approaches to
deal with it in the literature. One is the Riemannian path integral framework, which faces the problem
that, in the presence of non-trivial background fields, the relation between correlation functions on
Riemannian spaces, and the QFT on Lorentzian space-time in which one is ultimately interested, is
unclear. In particular, in the absence of an Osterwalder-Schrader theorem, it is not clear whether
such correlation functions define a QFT in the sense of observables represented by operators on some
Hilbert space. The other approach, discussed in more detail at the end of this section, is to treat the
background field as an infinitesimal perturbation around a fixed flat reference background. However,
for a full proof of background independence, one should treat the background field non-perturbatively.
Then one faces the problem that on generic backgrounds there is no unique vacuum state and that
the usual renormalization techniques based on momentum space are not available. A further common
shortcoming of these approaches is that they are not “operational” in the sense that they do not address
the following question:
Given a background configuration and an observable defined w.r.t. this background, what
is the same observable on a different background?
In view of the difficulties mentioned above, we follow the algebraic approach, i.e., we directly (per-
turbatively) construct the algebras of observables for the different background configurations, using
locally covariant renormalization techniques developed in the context of QFT on curved space-times
[4]. Background independence for us then means that we can unambiguously identify observables on
different backgrounds (at least for infinitesimally close backgrounds). As suggested in [5], this can be
formulated in the spirit of Fedosov quantization [6]: One considers the bundle of observable algebras
over the manifold of background configurations and constructs a flat connection on it. The sections
that are flat, i.e., covariantly constant, w.r.t. this connection provide a consistent assignment of an ob-
servable to each background. The similarity of background independence and Fedosov’s approach has
already been noted, in a quantum mechanical framework, in [7].1
The scalar field as a toy model
Tomotivate our definition of background independence and to introduce some of the relevant concepts,
let us first discuss a toymodel, namely the self-interactingΦ4-theory. Consider splitting the basic scalar
field
Φ = φ¯+ φ, (1)
1Also in the context of string (field) theory, background independence was studied in terms of a (flat) connection, though
not on the observable algebra bundle, see e.g. [8, 9].
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into a background configuration φ¯, which is kept classical at the quantum level (i.e., it commutes with
all quantum fields) and a dynamical field φ which is viewed as fluctuations around φ¯ and is quantized
in perturbation theory. The question of background independence is then the following: Is field theory
independent of the splitting of Φ into a background φ¯ and a perturbation φ? Clearly, the action func-
tional S[Φ] depends only on the combination φ¯+ φ, hence the classical field theory is independent of
this split. We say that it exhibits split independence. Here we ask whether and in which mathematically
rigorous sense this split independence is preserved at the quantum level.
To analyze the issue, we find it convenient to adopt the framework of locally covariant quantum
field theory [4, 10] which has proven to be powerful for QFT in curved space-time or in the presence
of non-trivial background gauge connections [11]. In this framework, the covariance with respect
to suitable transformations of background data (e.g. isometries of the background metric or gauge
transformations of the background connection) is manifest by construction. The objects of primary
interest are renormalized interacting time-ordered products, which include interacting fields. They are
constructed in perturbation theory and generate the non-commutative local algebra of observables.
More concretely, for the example of scalar field theory expanded around a classical solution φ¯ of
Φ4-theory, one constructs for each such background φ¯, the local algebra Wφ¯. To each classical local
functionalF [φ¯, φ], one associates the generating functionalT int
φ¯
(eiF ) of interacting time-orderedprod-
ucts, which is an element ofWφ¯. These elements generate the algebraW
int
φ¯
of interacting observables.
Now consider a local functional F [Φ]. Obviously, it induces local functionals F [φ¯, φ] = F [φ¯ + φ] for
the different backgrounds φ¯. Their background independence can be stated via functional derivatives
as
Dϕ¯F := (δ¯ϕ¯ − δϕ¯)F := 〈(
δ
δφ¯
− δδφ)F, ϕ¯〉 = 0, (2)
where ϕ¯ is some variation of the background. The question is how to implement this on the quantum
observables T int
φ¯
(eiF ). While the second derivative (w.r.t. the dynamical fieldφ) is well-defined onWφ¯,
the first derivative (w.r.t. the background field φ¯) has no obvious meaning onWφ¯, as one is comparing
elements of different algebras.2 The way out is to replace this derivative with the retarded variation
δr [12], which is the infinitesimal version of the Møller operator relating the algebras on the different
backgrounds [13] (see below). The natural translation of (2) to an assignment
φ¯ 7→ T intφ¯ (e
iF [φ¯,−]) (3)
of interacting fields to different backgrounds is thus
Dϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e
iF [φ¯,−]) := (δrϕ¯ − δϕ¯)T
int
φ¯ (e
iF [φ¯,−]) = 0. (4)
It turns out [5], cf. [14] for details, that in the Φ4-theory, this is equivalent to (2) in the sense that
Dϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e
iF [φ¯,−]) = iT intφ¯ (Dϕ¯F ⊗ e
iF [φ¯,−]) (5)
precisely if perturbative agreement3 [12] holds for changes in the (position dependent) mass of the
scalar field.4 As a consequence of the flatness of D, also D is then flat. For variations in the mass,
perturbative agreement can be fulfilled [14, 15], so that (5) indeed holds.
It is natural to give this a geometric interpretation along the lines of Fedosov quantization, as
suggested in [5] (see [14] for details). Consider the manifold SΦ4 of solutions to the interacting Φ
4
2Even if one interprets T int
φ¯
(eiF [φ¯,−]) as an evaluation functional, which one can differentiate w.r.t. φ¯, this operation is
not well-defined on the on-shell algebra. Furthermore, we would like a differentiation that respects the algebraic structure,
i.e., fulfills the Leibniz rule w.r.t. the algebra product. This will not be the case for such a naive derivative.
3Perturbative agreement asserts that it should, on the infinitesimal level, not matter whether one puts terms quadratic in
φ into the free part or the interacting part of the action.
4The free theories linearized around different backgrounds φ¯ differ in the mass term, see below.
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field equations. The tangent space at each φ¯ ∈ SΦ4 is the space of solutions ϕ¯ of the field equations
linearized around φ¯. We patch all algebrasWint
φ¯
together to obtain the algebra bundle
W
int
Φ4 =
⊔
φ¯
W
int
φ¯ → SΦ4 .
An assignment φ¯ 7→ T int
φ¯
(eiF [φ¯,−]) as above is then interpreted as a section of WintΦ4 , and Dϕ¯ as a co-
variant derivative (connection) on this bundle in the direction of the vector field ϕ¯. If this connection
is flat, we call the QFT background independent. Flatness ensures that, at least formally, any inter-
acting observable on one background can be uniquely parallel transported to any other background,
providing an answer to the question posed at the beginning of this section. Or, in the spirit of Fedosov
quantization: The space of sections of WintΦ4 is much larger than the space of functionals of Φ, i.e., the
space of functions on SΦ4 . However, when restricting to sections that are flat w.r.t. D, i.e., fulfill (4),
one obtains a one-to-one correspondence between functions on SΦ4 and flat sections of W
int
Φ4 . Again,
flatness of Dϕ¯ is crucial.
Gauge theories
The main aim of the present work is to analyze the issue of background independence for gauge the-
ories where more complications arise due to gauge-fixing. Let us for definiteness consider the pure
Yang-Mills theory which is the theory of a G-connectionA on a principal bundle, subject to the Yang-
Mills field equations. We split
A = A¯+A, (6)
into a background connection A¯ and a dynamical g-valued 1-formA (a vector potential) which will be
quantized in perturbation theory. A¯ is a solution to the Yang-Mills equation. Similar to the scalar case,
the classical Yang-Mills action is independent of this split. However, for the purpose of perturbative
quantization, one has to fix the gauge, which necessarily breaks this split independence if one requires
a covariant gauge fixing. The gauge-fixed action exhibits a residual fermionic symmetry, the BV-BRST
symmetry. It acts by a nilpotent operator s, and the physical (gauge invariant) observables are obtained
as the cohomology of s. In fact, the violation of the split independence in the gauge-fixed action is s-
exact. It follows that, classically, split independence holds at the level of gauge invariant observables,
i.e., there is a flat connection Dˆa¯ on classical local functionals that is well-defined on s cohomology,
i.e., Dˆa¯ ◦ s = s ◦ Dˆa¯. Here a¯ is an infinitesimal variation of the background.
To quantize, one constructs, for each background A¯, the (unphysical) algebraWint
A¯
. The subalgebra
FA¯ ⊂W
int
A¯
of physical (gauge invariant) observables is given by the cohomology of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆, where
Qint
A¯
is the renormalized interacting BRST charge, and the commutator is taken w.r.t. the algebra ⋆
product. Therefore, for background independence to hold, the desired connection Da¯ has to be well-
defined on the BRST cohomology, that is, it must satisfy
Da¯ ◦ [Q
int
A¯ ,−]⋆ − [Q
int
A¯ ,−]⋆ ◦Da¯ = 0, (7)
on-shell. Furthermore, on the kernel of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆, the curvature of Da¯ has to vanish modulo an ele-
ment in the image of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆. If this is the case, background independent observables can be defined
as those sections of the observable algebra bundle which are flat w.r.t. Da¯ modulo Im[Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆. We
find that there are potential obstructions (anomalies) for the construction of such a connection. How-
ever, for pure Yang-Mills theory in D = 4 space-time dimensions, these turn out to be trivial. Power
counting renormalizability is a crucial ingredient of our proof. If the relevant anomaly is absent, then
an identity analogous to (5) holds in FYM = ⊔A¯FA¯, namely
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e
iF ) = iT intA¯ ({Dˆa¯F + Aˆa¯(e
F )} ⊗ eiF ),
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where Aˆ incorporates quantum corrections. Hence, a classically gauge invariant and background in-
dependent local functional does not automatically give rise to a background independent observable
at the quantum level, but quantum corrections may be necessary.
We also sketch the application of our framework to perturbative quantum gravity. As in any
diffeomorphism-invariant theory, the definition of local observables is a major issue, and we follow
recent proposals [2, 16], based on [17], for the construction of such (relational) observables employing
a set of configuration-dependent covariant coordinates. As opposed to the pure Yang-Mills case, our
analysis of potential anomalies to background independence shows that for the case of perturbative
gravity one can indeed find infinitely many candidates for such anomalies using the dimensionful cou-
pling of the theory. From this perspective, it seems difficult to prove the absence of anomalies, as they
may appear at arbitrarily high order in perturbation theory.5
We would like to point out that our work does not yet provide a full Fedosov quantization of Yang-
Mills theories. First of all, one should then work on gauge equivalence classes of classical solutions as
base space, not on the full space of classical solutions, as we do (but see [18] for a different point of
view). Second, the set of solutions to the Yang-Mills equation is a manifold only up to singular points
corresponding to solutions with symmetries [19]. We work locally in configuration space, i.e., in a
neighborhood of a generic configuration, avoiding these singularities. We should also emphasize that
the main focus of our work is algebraic, not (functional) analytic. In particular we do not discuss the
analytical aspects of the infinite-dimensional manifolds of solution spaces, and algebra bundles upon
these. We refer to [14] for a thorough discussion.
Comparison with the path integral approach
Let us compare our treatment of background independence with more formal approaches, in particular
the path integral formalism. In the case of the scalar field, one defines the generating functional of
connected graphs as
W˜ [J, φ¯] = −i log
∫
Dφ ei(S[φ¯+φ]+
∫
Jφ),
and the corresponding effective action as
Γ˜[φ˜, φ¯] = W˜ [J, φ] −
∫
Jφ˜,
with
φ˜ =
δW˜
δJ
.
Assuming that the path integral measureDφ is shift invariant, one obtains, with the shift φ→ φ− φ¯,
that
Γ˜[φ˜, φ¯] = Γ[φ˜+ φ¯],
with Γ the generating functional in the absence of the background field [1]. In particular,
Γ˜[φ˜− δφ, φ¯ + δφ] = Γ˜[φ˜, φ¯], (8)
In this sense, background independence holds, provided that shift invariance of the path integral mea-
sure is fulfilled. One can thus see perturbative agreement as the rigorous version of the shift invariance
of the formal path integral.6
Shift invariance of the path integral measure is also a crucial requirement in the treatment of back-
ground independence in gauge theory given in [20]. However, as described above, this is not sufficient,
5In [2], a different conclusion was found. We comment on the approach taken there in Section 4.
6This interpretation was already suggested in [12].
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as the gauge fixed action is not split independent. To deal with this, an extended BRST differential is
introduced in [20], which also implements a shift between the background and the dynamical vec-
tor potential. It is then argued that the corresponding Slavnov identities can be fulfilled. As in our
treatment, a crucial ingredient in that proof is power counting renormalizability, which restricts the
number of possible counterterms.
Let us summarize two major conceptual differences between our treatment and the path integral
approach:
• Typically, renormalization techniques are employed which require that the propagator is trans-
lation invariant. This means that the background is in fact treated perturbatively, i.e., it enters
only the vertices, not the propagators. This entails that the background field is a vector potential,
not a principal bundle connection and also that shift invariance of the path integral measure is
trivially fulfilled. But the perturbative expansion with all the background fields in the vertices
is ill-defined, unless the background field is treated as an infinitesimal perturbation, so that one
may expand in powers of the background field. Hence, only an infinitesimal neighborhood of a
fixed flat reference connection is actually treated. In contrast, in our approach, the background
connection is treated non-perturbatively.
• A formulation of background independence such as (8) does not refer to observables, i.e., it does
not address the question posed at the beginning of the introduction. For this, one would need
to couple generic observables through source terms to the action and study the background
independence of the resulting effective action. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been
done in the literature.
Outline
The article is structured as follows. To set the stage, we review, in the next section, the case of scalar
field theory, in particular the construction of the algebrasWφ¯. Following [5, 14], the relation of back-
ground independence and perturbative agreement is discussed. In themain part of this work, Section 3,
we study the case of Yang-Mills theories. Perturbative Quantum Gravity is treated in Section 4. An ap-
pendix contains technical lemmata. For the convenience of the reader we provide a glossary of symbols
used.
2 Background independence for scalar field theory
2.1 Perturbative QFT on a background φ¯
In this section, we review the discussion of background independence for a self-interacting scalar field
Φ [5, 14]. Throughout this work, we consider globally hyperbolic space-times (M,g) with signature
(−,+, · · ·+) and compact Cauchy surfaces. J±(L) denotes the causal future/past of a space-time
region L ⊂M , c.f., for example, [21] for a definition.
Due to the time-slice axiom [22], it is sufficient to define the interacting observables localized in a
causally closed, compact space-time region R ⊂ M which contains a Cauchy surface. In particular,
we may choose R = J+(Σ0) ∩ J
−(Σ1) for two non-intersecting Cauchy surfaces Σ0/1. We may
thus replace the coupling constant λ0 with a smooth compactly supported cutoff function λ(x) which
equals λ0 on a neighborhood ofR. For the perturbations φ, we consider the expansion of the action
S[Φ] = −
∫ (
1
2∇µΦ∇
µΦ+ 12m
2Φ2 + 14!λΦ
4
)
vol,
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around a background φ¯
S[φ¯, φ] = −
∫
1
2
(
∇µφ∇
µφ+ (m2 + 12λφ¯
2)φ2
)
vol −
∫ (
1
3!λφ¯φ
3 + 14!λφ
4
)
vol =: S0 + Sint. (9)
Note that the free Lagrangians for different backgrounds φ¯ coincide outside of the support of λ. This
is essential for identifying quantum theories around different backgrounds as discussed in the next
section. Also note that there is no source term in (9), i.e., a term linear in φ, since the background
configuration is required to fulfill the interacting equation of motion
(✷−m2)φ¯+ 13!λφ¯
3 = 0. (10)
The solutions to (10) form a manifold SΦ4 , with tangent space Tφ¯SΦ4 at φ¯ given by the solution
space to the linearized equation of motion
Pφ¯ϕ¯ :=
(
✷−m2 − 12λφ¯
2
)
ϕ¯ = 0. (11)
This means that given a smooth curve {φ¯s}s in SΦ4 , i.e., of solutions to (10), with φ¯0 = φ¯, its derivative
ϕ¯ := ∂sφ¯s|s=0, (12)
is a solution to (11). We refer to [14] for details, in particular on the notion of smoothness.
Background independence of the classical scalar field theory now means that it is independent
of the arbitrary split (1) into background and dynamical fields. One manifestation of this is the split
independence of the action in the sense that
δS
δφ¯(x)
=
δSint
δφ(x)
, (13)
where the interaction part Sint of the action was defined in (9).
The free algebraWφ¯
The algebraWφ¯ (also called the free algebra in contrast to the interacting one defined below) consists
of evaluation functionals
F [φ] =
N∑
n=0
∫
Mn
fn(x1, . . . , xn)φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)vol(x1) . . . vol(xn), (14)
where the singularities of the symmetric distributions fn on M
n are constrained by a condition on
their wave front set, cf. [4]. We define the support of a functional of the form (14) as
suppF = {x ∈M | (x, y1, . . . , yn−1) ∈ supp fn for some n, yi ∈M} .
Given aHadamard two-point functionωφ¯ forPφ¯, cf. [4] for a definition, one defines a non-commutative
⋆ product
F ⋆ωφ¯ G = m ◦ exp(~Γωφ¯)(F ⊗G), (15)
where m is the point-wise multiplication of functionals, m(F ⊗G)(φ) = F (φ)G(φ), and
Γωφ¯(F ⊗G) =
∫
M2
ωφ¯(x, y)
δ
δφ(x)F ⊗
δ
δφ(y)G.
Here the functional derivative δδφ(x)F is interpreted as aWφ¯ valued density, whose evaluation on test
functions ϕ is defined as
〈 δδφF,ϕ〉[φ] :=
d
dλF [φ+ λϕ]|λ=0.
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The definition of the ⋆ product, and thus also that of Wφ¯, depends on the two-point function ωφ¯.
However, it turns out that algebras equippedwith ⋆ products defined by different Hadamard two-point
functions ωφ¯, ω
′
φ¯
are isomorphic [4], justifying the notation.7 Note that, in particular, (15) implies that
[φ(x), φ(y)]⋆ = i~∆φ¯(x, y),
where ∆φ¯ = ∆
a
φ¯
− ∆r
φ¯
is the causal propagator of Pφ¯, with ∆
r/a
φ¯
denoting the retarded/advanced
propagator.
Elements of Wφ¯ are considered in the sense of formal power series in ~, i.e., Wφ¯ is considered as
a graded vector space with grading provided by deg~, which counts the number of ~ factors. A further
grading is given by
Deg = 2deg~+degφ,
where degφ counts the number of fields. For example, for an F of the form (14), with fn 6= 0 and
fm = 0 for allm 6= n, one has degφ(F ) = n. It is obvious that the ⋆ product respects the grading, i.e.,
Deg(F ⋆ G) = Deg(F ) + Deg(G).
This grading is in fact the natural grading in the context of Fedosov quantization [6].
Local covariance [4, 10] is a crucial ingredient of our approach.8 It is implemented as follows: A
morphism ψ : (M ′, g′, φ¯′)→ (M,g, φ¯) is an isometric embedding ψ : M ′ →M , i.e., ψ∗g = g′, which
preserves the causal structure, and such that ψ∗φ¯ = φ¯′. For each morphism ψ, there exists an algebra
homomorphism
αψ : Wφ¯′ →Wφ¯, (16)
defined by
(αψF )[φ] := F [ψ
∗φ].
To implement the equations of motion, one passes to the on-shell algebra. This proceeds by quoti-
enting out the ideal
Jφ¯ :=
{
F [φ] =
N∑
n=1
∫
Mn
fn(x1, . . . , xn)φ(x1) . . . Pφ¯φ(xn)vol(x1) . . . vol(xn)
}
⊂Wφ¯ (17)
of functionals F that vanish on all solutions φ of the linearized equations of motion Pφ¯φ = 0.
The subspace Wloc
φ¯
⊂Wφ¯ of local functionals consists of those F of the form (14) for which each
fn is supported on the total diagonal ofM
n. It is generated by smearing fields O(x) with appropriate
test tensors. Fields depend locally and covariantly on g, φ¯, φ, or, abstractly,
ψ∗O[g, φ¯, φ] = O[ψ∗g, ψ∗φ¯, ψ∗φ]
for a morphism ψ. They are of the form
O[g, φ¯, φ](x) = P
(
∇(α)φ(x),∇(α)φ¯(x), gµν(x), g
µν (x),∇(α)Rµνρσ(x)
)
,
where P is a polynomial, α stands for multi-indices and Rµνρσ is the Riemannian curvature of g. It is
sometimes useful to express a local functional in terms of its integral kernel.
7Despite the explicit dependence of the star-product on the background, we drop the subscript φ¯ and simply write ⋆.
8To get the full strength of requirement of local covariance, one should not restrict to space-times with compact Cauchy
surfaces from the outset. We thus assume that we have implemented local covariance without this restriction, i.e., constructed
algebras Wφ¯ and time-ordered products Tφ¯,n, cf. below, and then restricted to space-times with compact Cauchy surfaces.
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Time-ordered products
To obtain the interacting renormalized quantum fields, one needs to define renormalized time-ordered
products (or renormalization schemes) on the algebra Wφ¯. These are a collection of symmetric multi-
linear maps
Tφ¯,n : (W
loc
φ¯ )
⊗n →Wφ¯, (18)
which are subject to the axioms (or renormalization conditions) of [4, 23], cf. also the reviews [24, 25,
26]. In particular, they fulfill:
Grading. Time-ordered products respect the Deg grading, i.e.,
Deg(Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn)) =
∑
i
Deg(Fi).
Locality and covariance. Let ψ : (M ′, g′, φ¯′)→ (M,g, φ¯) be a morphism, and αψ as in (16). Then
αψ ◦ Tφ¯′,n = Tφ¯,n ◦ αψ
⊗n. (19)
Scaling. Each Tφ¯,n scales almost homogeneously, cf. [4], under
(gab, λ,m, φ¯, φ) 7→ (µ
−2gab, λ, µm, µφ¯, µφ). (20)
Causal factorization. For ∪im=1 suppFm ∩ J
−(∪nl=i+1 suppFl) = ∅, it holds
Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = Tφ¯,i(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fi) ⋆ Tφ¯,n−i(Fi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn). (21)
Field independence. Each Tφ¯,n is independent of the dynamical field φ, in the sense that
δ
δφ(x)Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) =
n∑
i=1
Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
δ
δφ(x)Fi ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn). (22)
Single field factor. A time-ordered product with a single field factor simplifies as
Tφ¯,n+1(φ(x) ⊗ F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) = φ(x) ⋆ Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn)
+ i~
n∑
j=1
∫
∆aφ¯(x, y)Tφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ . . .
δ
δφ(y)Fj ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn). (23)
Support. Time-ordered products do not increase the support, i.e.,
suppTφ¯,n(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) ⊂ ∪i suppFi. (24)
For fields, it is more convenient to use themass dimension instead of the scaling dimension, defined
by the power of µ in the scaling law (20). It is defined as the scaling dimension plus the number of
lower indices minus the number of upper indices. It has the advantage that it does not depend on the
position of the indices.
As shown in [23, 27], time-ordered products exist and are unique up to a well-characterized, local
and covariant renormalization ambiguity which is described by the main theorem of renormalization
theory. These ambiguities are best expressed in terms of the generating functional for time-ordered
products given by
Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ) =
∑
n
i¯n
n!
Tφ¯,n(F
⊗n),
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where we have introduced the notation
i¯ :=
i
~
.
In passing, we note that for F a proper interaction, i.e., degφ(F ) ≥ 3, the expression is well-defined
w.r.t. the Deg grading, i.e., at any given grade only a finite number of terms contribute.
Now, let Tφ¯ and T
′
φ¯
be two different time-ordered products (renormalization schemes) which satisfy
the above axioms. The main theorem of renormalization theory then states that they are related via
T ′φ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ) = Tφ¯(e
i¯(F+D(eF⊗))
⊗ ), (25)
withD(eF⊗) =
∑
n≥1
1
n!Dn(F
⊗n), where
Dn : (W
loc
φ¯ )
⊗n →Wlocφ¯ , (26)
correspond to finite local counter terms, characterizing the renormalization ambiguity. They are of
order O(~), decrease the total Deg by 2(n − 1), are supported on the total diagonal, i.e., they vanish
unless the supports of all arguments overlap, and are locally covariant and field independent, i.e., fulfill
(19) and (22) with Tn replaced by Dn. Furthermore, they scale homogeneously under (20) and vanish
if one of their arguments is a linear field.
The time-ordered products Tφ¯,1(O) are usually called Wick powers and are constructed by point-
splitting w.r.t. the Hadamard parametrix h, cf. [28, 4], which is constructed covariantly from the local
geometric data and captures the singularities of Hadamard two-point functions ω, i.e., ω−h is smooth.
Concretely, one defines
T1(F )ω := exp(~Γ˜ω−h)F, (27)
where
Γ˜fF =
∫
M2
f(x, y) δ
2
δφ(x)δφ(y)F
and the subscript ω on the l.h.s. denotes the two-point function w.r.t. which the ⋆ product is defined.
Time-ordered products Tφ¯,n for n > 1 can be constructed recursively using in particular the causal
factorization to define the distributions up to the diagonal inMn and extending them to the diagonal
as first proposed by Epstein and Glaser [29] (for details see [4, 27, 23]).
The interacting algebraWint
φ¯
Interacting observables are represented inWφ¯ via retarded products, defined by Bogoliubov’s formula
Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iG
⊗ ) := Tφ¯(e¯
iG
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iG
⊗ ).
By causal factorization (21), retarded products are trivial if the support of second argument does not
intersect the past of the support of the first, i.e.,
Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iG
⊗ ) = Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ) suppG ∩ J
−(suppF ) = ∅.
The generating functional of interacting time ordered products is then given by
T int
φ¯
(e¯iF⊗ ) := Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ ).
Given a field O, one thus defines the corresponding interacting field as
Ointφ¯ (x) := T
int
φ¯ (O(x)). (28)
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As for time-ordered products, interacting time-ordered products fulfil causal factorization, i.e.,
T intφ¯ (e¯
i(F+G)
⊗ ) = T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iG
⊗ ) suppF ∩ J
−(suppG) = ∅. (29)
The interacting algebra Wint
φ¯
is the subalgebra of Wφ¯ generated by the interacting time ordered
products for suppF ⊂ R. The subalgebras Wint
φ¯
(L) of observables measurable in compact, causally
closed space-time regions L ⊂ R are generated by T int
φ¯
(e¯iF⊗ ) with suppF ⊂ L. By (29), the algebras
corresponding to causally disjoint space-time regions commute.
Finally, we also introduce interacting retarded products by
Rintφ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iG
⊗ ) := T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iG
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ T intφ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iG
⊗ ).
We note that (the equality holds both for usual and interacting time-ordered/retarded products)
R
(int)
φ¯
(e¯iF⊗ ;G) = T
(int)
φ¯
(G⊗ e¯iF⊗ )− T
(int)
φ¯
(G) ⋆ T (int)(e¯iF⊗ ), (30)
and that, as a consequence of (22), field independence of interacting time-ordered products holds in
the sense that
δ
δφ(x)T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
φ¯ (
δ
δφ(x)F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ;
δ
δφ(x)Sint). (31)
2.2 Background independence of renormalized scalar field theory
As discussed in the introduction, the naive derivative δ¯ϕ¯ := 〈
δ
δφ¯
−, ϕ¯〉 in (2) w.r.t. the background field
is not properly defined on the algebra bundle WΦ4 = ⊔φ¯Wφ¯ → SΦ4 . The natural replacement is the
retarded variation δrϕ¯ defined as follows. Given two backgrounds φ¯ and φ¯
′, one defines the retarded
Møller operator [13], cf. also [4] for an on-shell version, as an algebra isomorphism [4, 30]
τ rφ¯,φ¯′ : Wφ¯′ →Wφ¯,
by its action on functionals as
(τ rφ¯,φ¯′F )ωφ¯ [φ] := Fωφ¯′ [rφ¯′,φ¯φ]. (32)
Here rφ¯′,φ¯ is the retarded wave operator
rφ¯′,φ¯φ := φ+∆
r
φ¯′
(
(Pφ¯ − Pφ¯′)φ
)
, (33)
mapping solutions of Pφ¯φ = 0 to solutions of Pφ¯′φ = 0 which coincide outside of J
+(supp(φ¯− φ¯′)).9
In (32), the subscript ω denotes a two-point function w.r.t. which the ⋆ product on Wφ¯ is defined,
and ωφ¯′ is obtained by acting with rφ¯′,φ¯ on both variables of ωφ¯. Given an infinitesimal background
variation ϕ¯, as in (12), and a family {Fs}s∈R of functionals, Fs ∈ Wφ¯s ,
10 one defines the retarded
variation
δrϕ¯F := ∂s
(
τ rφ¯,φ¯sFs
) ∣∣∣
s=0
. (34)
A key identity on which our discussion of background independence is based, is the so-called per-
turbative agreement formulated in [12]. It is derived from the requirement that it should not matter
whether one includes terms quadratic in the fields into the free or the interacting part of the action.
The comparison between the two theories thus defined is performed by the retarded Møller operator,
or, infinitesimally, by the retarded variation. This implies a further renormalization condition, supple-
menting those mentioned in the previous section:
9It is well-defined as Pφ¯ − Pφ¯′ = −
1
2
λ(φ¯2 − φ¯′
2
) is compactly supported.
10A typical family of such functionals would be given by the assignment φ¯ 7→ Oint
φ¯
of an interacting observable to each
background, given a field O.
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Background variation. For an infinitesimal variation ϕ¯ of the background φ¯, we have
δrϕ¯Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯Tφ¯(δ¯ϕ¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0). (35)
As shown in [15, 14], this condition can indeed be implemented. In the following, we thus assume that
(35) holds. In particular, we then have the following version of perturbative agreement on interacting
time-ordered products.
Lemma 2.1. On interacting time-ordered products, perturbative agreement implies
δrϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
φ¯ (δ¯ϕ¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S). (36)
Proof. We compute
δrϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ δrϕ¯Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ )− Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ δrϕ¯Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )
= i¯T intφ¯ (δ¯ϕ¯(F + Sint)⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0)
− i¯T intφ¯ (δ¯ϕ¯Sint) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )− i¯Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ⋆ Rφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ).
The claim then follows from
Rφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0)−Rφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )
= Tφ¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ δ¯ϕ¯S0 ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ )− Tφ¯(δ¯ϕ¯S0 ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆ T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )
= Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆ R
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; δ¯ϕ¯S0),
which is a consequence of (30).
Corresponding to the subalgebras Wint
φ¯
(L) for observables localized in the space-time region L,
we may introduce the subbundlesWintΦ4(L). The space of sections Γ(W
int
Φ4) of the algebra bundleW
int
Φ4
is an algebra in itself, with the product being fiber-wise given by ⋆. With a slight abuse of notation, we
denote the resulting product again by ⋆. One may define the subalgebra Γ∞(WintΦ4) of smooth sections,
cf. [14] for details. For our purposes, it is sufficient to think of it as generated by sections (3) for local
functionals F with a smooth dependence on the background φ¯. Analogously to the usual definition of
connections on vector bundles, we give a tentative definition of a connection on the interacting algebra
bundle, with a supplementary space-time localization condition, which seems natural in a quantum
field theoretical context.
Definition 2.2. A connectionD onWintΦ4 is a map
Γ∞(TSΦ4)× Γ
∞(WintΦ4) ∋ (ϕ¯, F ) 7→ Dϕ¯F ∈ Γ
∞(WintΦ4),
which is C∞(SΦ4) linear in the first and additive in the second argument, reduces to the ordinary deriva-
tive on c-number functionals, i.e.,
Dϕ¯F0 = δ¯ϕ¯F0, ∀F0 s.t. [F0,−]⋆ = 0,
is a derivation, i.e., fulfilling
Dϕ¯(F ⋆ G) = Dϕ¯F ⋆ G+ F ⋆Dϕ¯G, (37)
and respects space-time localization, in the sense that
Dϕ¯Γ
∞(WintΦ4(L)) ⊂ Γ
∞(WintΦ4(L)). (38)
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By (36), due to the second term on the r.h.s., the background variation δrϕ¯ violates the locality
requirement (38).11 But, as seen in the following proposition, subtracting the derivative w.r.t. φ yields
a connection. The following propositions, first proven in [5], cf. [14] for details, summarize background
independence for scalar fields.
Proposition 2.3. The operator
Dϕ¯ := δ
r
ϕ¯ − δϕ¯ (39)
defines a connection onWintΦ4 , acting as
Dϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
φ¯ (Dϕ¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (40)
where δϕ¯ and Dϕ¯ are defined in (2).
Proof. That Dϕ¯ is a derivation is a consequence of the retarded Møller operator being an algebra iso-
morphism and of δϕ¯ being a derivation. The localization requirement (38) is a consequence of (40). To
prove the latter, we note that by (36) and (31), we have
Dϕ¯T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
φ¯ (Dϕ¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; {δ¯ϕ¯S + δϕ¯Sint}).
The claim then follows from (13).
Proposition 2.4. The connection Dϕ¯, defined in (39), is flat.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that Dϕ¯ satisfies
[Dϕ¯,Dϕ¯′ ]−D⌊ϕ¯,ϕ¯′⌋ = 0,
where
⌊ϕ¯, ϕ¯′⌋ := 〈 δ
δφ¯
ϕ¯′, ϕ¯〉 − 〈 δ
δφ¯
ϕ¯, ϕ¯′〉
is the Lie bracket of vector fields ϕ¯ and ϕ¯′ on SΦ4 . Therefore, using (40), the curvature ofDϕ¯ vanishes:
([Dϕ¯,Dϕ¯′ ]−D⌊ϕ¯,ϕ¯′⌋)T
int
φ¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
φ¯ (([Dϕ¯,Dϕ¯′ ]−D⌊ϕ¯,ϕ¯′⌋)F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) = 0.
Hence, defining the background independent observables as sections which are covariantly con-
stant w.r.t. Dϕ¯, (40) implies that background independent interacting fields O
int
φ¯
correspond to clas-
sically split independent fields O, i.e., fulfilling Dϕ¯O = 0. This means that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between classical and quantum background independent fields.
3 Pure Yang-Mills theory
This main part of the article is structured as follows: We begin by setting up Yang-Mills theory on
the classical level, culminating in the identification of Dˆa¯ as the relevant connection on classical local
functionals. In Section 3.2, we discuss, following [24, 31], quantization, in particular the occurrence
of anomalies. As a crucial ingredient for background independence, we prove a theorem on the back-
ground dependence of the anomaly, assuming that perturbative agreement holds. In Section 3.3 we
then prove our main result on background independence in Yang-Mills theories.
11It is not even obvious that it is well-defined onWintΦ4 , i.e., thatDϕ¯F ∈ Γ
∞(WintΦ4), as δ¯ϕ¯S is not supported inR.
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3.1 Classical gauge theory
3.1.1 The basic setting
Let P → M be a G principal fibre bundle over space-time M , with G a semi-simple Lie group. We
denote by Ad the adjoint action of a Lie group G on itself, Adg h := ghg
−1, and the adjoint action on
the corresponding Lie algebra g by ad. The Lie bracket on g is denoted by [−,−]g.
The Yang-Mills theory is the dynamical theory of a G connection A on P whose dynamics is
governed by the Yang-Mills action ∫
M
Tr(F ∧ ∗F ), (41)
where F is the curvature ofA, interpreted as a section of p⊗Ω2, with p := P ×ad g andΩ
k the bundle
of k forms on M . Let {TI}I , be a basis of g, normalized as Tr(TITJ) = −
1
2δIJ . Then, we can write
F = 12F
I
µνTIdx
µ ∧ dxν .
Classical solutions will play the role of background configurations, and these will be typically
denoted by a bar, i.e., we will consider connections A¯ which are solutions to the Yang-Mills equation
∇¯µF¯
µν = 0, (42)
where F¯ is the curvature of A¯ and ∇¯µ is the associated covariant derivative on sections of p⊗Ω
k. The
Yang-Mills equation is well-posed [32], guaranteeing the existence of global solutions. Furthermore,
the set SYM of such solutions is a manifold, i.e., its tangent space TA¯SYM at a solution A¯ is the space
of solutions a¯ to the Yang-Mills equation linearized around A¯,
P¯ lina¯Iµ := ∇¯
ν
(
∇¯ν a¯
I
µ − ∇¯µa¯
I
ν
)
+ [F¯µν , a¯
ν ]Ig = 0, (43)
except at certain symmetrical background configurations A¯, cf. [19]. At these symmetrical background
configurations, there are solutions to (43) that are not tangent to SYM, i.e., do not arise as the derivative
of a curve in SYM. The presence of such singular points in configuration space SYM does not impart
our considerations, as these are local in SYM, so that we can restrict to regions not containing such
exceptional points. Thus, we will henceforth identify the space of solutions to (43) with the tangent
space TA¯SYM of SYM at A¯.
Background and dynamical gauge transformations
We consider the decomposition (6) ofA into a background connection A¯ and a dynamical g-valued one-
form A, i.e., a section of p⊗Ω1. In local coordinates, the corresponding covariant derivative operator
D when acting on sections of p⊗ Ωk takes the form
Dµ = ∇¯µ + [Aµ,−]g.
Then, the curvature two form F in local coordinates is given by
F Iµν = F¯
I
µν + ∇¯µA
I
ν − ∇¯νA
I
µ + [Aµ, Aν ]
I
g. (44)
Gauge transformations are parametrized by smooth sections g of P ×Ad G. On a connection A,
they act as
A 7→ Ag := adg−1 ◦A+ g
∗θ,
with θ the Maurer-Cartan form. For A split as in (6), there are then two natural implementations of
this gauge transformation. A background gauge transformation acts as
A¯ 7→ A¯g, A 7→ adg−1 A.
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The covariance of the quantum theory under such a transformation will be part of the requirement of
local (gauge) covariance. On the other hand, one may keep the background fixed and implement the
change A 7→ Ag by solely changing A, i.e.,
A¯ 7→ A¯, A 7→ A¯g − A¯+ adg−1 A.
This is called a dynamical gauge transformation which needs to be gauge-fixed.
Localization of the interaction and split independence
As for the scalar field, we need to localize the interaction in a compact space-time region. For the
scalar field, we used a smooth compactly supported cutoff function λ(x) which was equal λ0 in the
space-time regionR for which the algebra of interacting observables was constructed. This cut-off had
the additional consequence that, for any two background solutions φ¯, φ¯′, the corresponding linearized
wave operators Pφ¯, Pφ¯′ , cf. (11), coincided outside of a compact space-time region (the support of λ).
This made it possible to define the flat connectionDϕ¯, using the retarded variation δ
r.
Also for Yang-Mills theory, we use a smooth cutoff function λ(x) to localize the interaction (see
below). This cut-off, however, does not affect the linearized wave operator P lin
A¯
, defined in (43).12
Hence, the operators P lin
A¯
in general do not coincide outside of a compact space-time region, which,
however, is a prerequisite for the use of the retarded variation. Hence, we relax the condition that
A¯ is on-shell, i.e., a solution to (42), on the whole space-time. We proceed as follows: We choose a
neighborhood U ofR on which we require the backgrounds A¯ to be on-shell, i.e.,
∇¯µF¯µν(x) = 0, x ∈ U . (45)
Furthermore, we require all backgrounds A¯ to coincide outside of a larger region V ⊃ U with an
arbitrary reference connection A0. Consequently, the variations a¯ of the background are supported
in V and fulfil the linearized Yang-Mills equation (43) in U . In this way, one ensures that the retarded
variation δra¯ is well-defined.
Furthermore, one localizes the interaction by introducing a cut-off function λ, which is supposed
to be supported in U and equal to 1 on a neighborhood ofR. The action is, then, defined as
SYM = −
1
4
∫ { (
∇¯µAν − ∇¯νAµ + λ[Aµ, Aν ]g
)I (
∇¯µAν − ∇¯νAµ + λ[Aµ, Aν ]g
)I
+ 2F¯ Iµν [A
µ, Aν ]Ig
}
vol, (46)
where summation over repeated indices I is understood. InR, where λ = 1 and the background A¯ is
on-shell, this is the Yang-Mills action (41) expanded around A¯, with the constant term−14
∫
F¯ Iµν F¯
Iµνvol
omitted. Note that the full Yang-Mills action (41) would have a source term, i.e., a term linear in A,
which however vanishes in R, as A¯ is on-shell there. The set-up of our localization prescription is
summarized in Figure 1.
Since ∇¯, F¯ andA transform covariantly under background gauge transformations, the action (46) is
invariant under background gauge transformations. Analogously to (13), the action is split independent
in the sense that
δSYM
δA¯(x)
=
δSYM,int
δA(x)
x ∈ R. (47)
Here SYM,int is the part of SYM which is of degree higher than 2 in A. The restriction to x ∈ R is due
to the infra-red cut-off λ of the interaction.
12Introducing a cut-off there would spoil gauge covariance.
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A¯ = A0
V : λ = 0
U : ∇¯µF¯µν = 0
R : λ = 1, ∇¯µF¯µν = 0
U : ∇¯µF¯µν = 0
V : λ = 0
A¯ = A0
Figure 1: Different regionsR ⊂ U ⊂ V in our localization set-up.
3.1.2 BV-BRST formalism and background covariant gauge-fixing
In this section, we outline the straightforward generalization of the BV-BRST formalism [24, 33, 34, 35],
to the case with non-trivial backgrounds.
In order to perform gauge-fixing in the BV-BRST formalism, we need to augment the field variables
with a set of ghosts and anti-fields, some of which are fermions, i.e., have an odd Grassmann parity.13
The resulting gauge-fixed theory enjoys the BV-BRST symmetry s as follows. Let us denote the set of
all dynamical fields byΦ = (AIµ, B
I , CI , C¯I), whereC (C¯) are called (anti-) ghosts andB is a Lagrange
multiplier. One assigns mass dimensions dΦ = (1, 2, 0, 2) and a ghost number gΦ = (0, 0, 1,−1) to the
fields. The latter defines the Grassmann parity. The BV-BRST operator s, which increases the ghost
number by 1, acts by
sAIµ = ∇¯µC
I + λ[Aµ, C]
I
g, sC
I = −12λ[C,C]
I
g, sC¯
I = BI , sBI = 0.
One also introduces anti-fields Φ‡ = (A‡Iµ, B‡I , C‡I , C¯‡I), with mass dimensions dΦ‡ = (3, 2, 4, 2)
and ghost numbers gΦ‡ = (−1,−1,−2, 0). They are interpreted as densities and act as classical,
non-dynamical sources of BRST transformations of the fields, appearing in the action via
Ssc = −
∫ ∑
i
sΦiΦ‡i .
To perform the gauge-fixing, we add a manifestly BV-BRST-invariant term sΨ to the action, where
Ψ is a gauge-fixing fermion with ghost number −1 which does not contain anti-fields and we choose
here to be
Ψ =
∫
C¯I
(
∇¯µAIµ +
1
2B
I
)
vol. (48)
This is the so-called background covariant gauge-fixing. It breaks dynamical gauge-invariance, while
keeping the background gauge-invariance. In this respect, (48) is a useful gauge in practical calculations
and is commonly employed in the background field formalism [1, 20, 37, 38, 39, 40].
The BV-BRST transformations of all fields and anti-fields can now be written as
s = (S,−), (49)
where S is the extended and gauge-fixed action
S = SYM + Ssc + sΨ, (50)
13The description of fermionic fields in terms of functionals, i.e., the fermionic generalization of (14), is described in [36].
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and where (−,−) is the so-called anti-bracket defined by
(F1, F2) :=
∫ {
δRF1
δΦi(x)
δLF2
δΦ‡i (x)
−
δRF1
δΦ‡i (x)
δLF2
δΦi(x)
}
,
cf. [36] for a definition of left and right derivatives w.r.t. fields with Grassmann parity. In the following,
field derivatives will be left derivatives, unless states otherwise. The anti-bracket satisfies the graded
Jacobi identity
0 = (−1)(ε1+1)(ε3+1)(F1, (F2, F3)) + (−1)
(ε2+1)(ε1+1)(F2, (F3, F1))
+ (−1)(ε3+1)(ε2+1)(F3, (F1, F2)), (51)
and has the following graded symmetry
(F1, F2) = (−1)
(ε1+1)(ε2+1)+1(F2, F1).
We remark that only on functionals supported in R, where A¯ is on-shell and λ = 1, the operator
s coincides with the standard nilpotent BV-BRST differential and the gauge-fixed action fulfills the
classical master equation,
(S, S) = 0,
which expresses the BRST-invariance of S.
As usual, we split the action into a free and an interaction part,
S = S0 + Sint,
where the free actionS0 is quadratic inΦ andΦ
‡, and the compactly supported interactionSint contains
the terms of degree higher than 2 in Φ and Φ‡. This, in turn, leads to the decomposition
s = s0 + sint
of the BV-BRST differential. The action of s0 on all fields and anti-fields is given in Table 1. Note that
the requirement of the background connection being on-shell is necessary for the nilpotency of s0.
For instance, one can check by direct calculation that s20A
‡I
µ = [∇¯νF¯µν , C]
I
g , which vanishes only if
∇¯νF¯µν = 0. Hence, s0 is only nilpotent when restricted to functionals localized in U , motivating our
condition that suppλ ⊂ U .
s0Φ s0Φ
‡
s0A
I
µ = ∇¯µC
I s0A
‡I
µ =
(
(P¯ linA)Iµ − ∇¯µB
I
)
vol
s0B
I = 0 s0B
‡I = (BI + ∇¯µAIµ)vol − C¯
‡I
s0C
I = 0 s0C
‡I = −∇¯ρ∇¯ρC¯
Ivol− ∇¯µA‡µ
s0C¯
I = BI s0C¯
‡I = ∇¯ρ∇¯ρC
Ivol
Table 1: Free BRST transformations of fields Φ and anti-fields Φ‡.
The gauge-fixed action S is invariant under background gauge transformations since all the dy-
namical fields and anti-fields transform in the adjoint. However, it is no longer split independent, not
even inR, since Ψ destroys split independence as A¯ and A no longer appear in Ψ in the form A¯+A.
Proposition 3.1. The gauge-fixed action (50) satisfies
δS
δA¯(x)
−
δSint
δA(x)
= s
δ
δA¯(x)
Ψ x ∈ R. (52)
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Proof. For x ∈ R, we calculate
δ
δA¯(x)
S − δδA(x)Sint =
δ
δA¯(x)
(SYM + Ssc)−
δ
δA(x)(SYM + Ssc)int +
δ
δA¯(x)
(Ssc,Ψ)−
δ
δA(x)(Ssc,int,Ψ)
= ( δ
δA¯(x)
Ssc −
δ
δA(x)Ssc,int,Ψ) + (Ssc,
δ
δA¯(x)
Ψ)− (Ssc,int,
δ
δA(x)Ψ)
= s δ
δA¯(x)
Ψ
where we have used that (47) also holds with SYM replaced by Ssc and that
δ
δAΨ is proportional to C¯ ,
on which sint vanishes.
It is advantageous to also compute the action ofDa¯ on S, the former being defined, analogously to
(2), by
Da¯ := (δa¯ − δa¯) := 〈(
δ
δA¯
− δδA)−, a¯〉.
Corollary 3.2. InR, i.e., when restricted to configurations supported inR, we have
Da¯S = sDa¯Ψ. (53)
Proof. Using (52), we compute
Da¯S = sδ¯a¯Ψ− δa¯S0 = sδ¯a¯Ψ− δa¯SYM,0 − δa¯s0Ψ.
The second term on the r.h.s. vanishes due to a¯ being, in R, a solution to the linearized equation of
motion. The result then follows from δa¯s0Ψ = sδa¯Ψ, which holds for any Ψ which is quadratic in
fields and does not contain anti-fields.
Local gauge covariance
Our background data now consists of (P →M,g, A¯), i.e., a principal fibre bundle P →M with a fixed
structure group G, the metric g, and a background connection A¯ on P . To make the notion of local
covariance precise, we define, following [11], morphisms χ : (P ′ → M ′, g′, A¯′) → (P → M,g, A¯)
as G equivariant smooth maps χ : P ′ → P , which cover a causality preserving isometric embedding
ψ : M ′ → M , i.e., a morphism in the sense of the previous section, such that χ∗A¯ = A¯′. This covers
the case of background gauge transformations where χg : P → P is the natural action of a section g
of P ×Ad G on P . Locally covariant fields should then satisfy
χ∗O[g, A¯,Φ,Φ‡] = O[ψ∗g, χ∗A¯, χ∗Φ, χ∗Φ‡]. (54)
By the Thomas replacement theorem [41, 24] such a field takes the form
O[g, A¯,Φ,Φ‡](x) = P
(
∇¯(α)Φ(x), ∇¯(α)Φ
‡(x), gµν (x), g
µν(x),∇(α)Rµνρσ(x), ∇¯
(α)F¯µν(x)
)
,
where P is a polynomial, α stands for multi-indices,Rµνρσ is the Riemannian curvature of g, and F¯µν
is the curvature of A¯.
Classical BV-BRST cohomology
For the case of pure Yang-Mills theory, for semi-simple G, the cohomology ringH(s) is generated by
elements of the form ∏
k
rtk(g, ∇¯
(α)F¯ ,∇(α)R)
∏
i
pri(C)
∏
j
Θrj (D
(α)F ), (55)
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where α stands for multi-indices, pr and Θs are invariant polynomials of g, rt is a local functional of
the metric g, the background field strength F¯ , the Riemann tensor R and their derivatives. F is the
full field strength, cf. (44). This result for the case of trivial backgrounds, i.e., with F¯ = 0, is proven
in [24, 42]. The above expression is then obtained by the requirement of local covariance (54) in the
presence of a non-trivial background connection. As there is no invariant polynomial of degree 1 on a
semi-simple Lie algebra, the cohomology at ghost number 1, H1(s), is trivial.
Now restricting to sections of vector bundles associated with P via the trivial representation of
G, that is, those O without a Lie algebra index, the cohomology ring H(s|d) is generated by linear
combination of elements of the form (55) and elements of the form∏
k
rtk(g, ∇¯
(α)F¯ ,∇(α)R)
∏
i
qri(F¯ , C +A,A)
∏
j
fsj(F ), (56)
where
qr(F¯ , C +A,A) =
∫ 1
0
Tr
(
(A+ C)
[
F¯ + t(d¯A+A2) + (t2 − t)(A+ C)2
]m(r)−1)
dt
are the Chern-Simons forms in the presence of a background connection [43]. In this expression, d¯
denotes the covariant differential, induced on sections of p⊗Ω by the Leibniz rule and d¯b = ∇¯µbdx
µ
for b a section of p, and m(r) are the degrees of the independent Casimir elements of G. The trace is
in some representation of g. Furthermore, fs are strictly gauge invariant monomials of F , and rt are
closed forms. Again, the result (56) is a generalization of the well-known results in [24, 42] to the case
with non-trivial background connection.
Elements of the cohomology classH0(s) at ghost number 0 are in one-to-one correspondence with
the gauge invariant observables of the original Yang-Mills theory, while those in the class H41 (s|d) of
4 forms at ghost number 1 turn out to contain the gauge anomalies of the Yang-Mills theory, see e.g.
[24].
The BRST charge
Classically, the action of the BRST differential on fields is also generated by the Noether charge of the
BRST symmetry via the graded Peierls bracket [44, 45] {−,−}A¯, i.e.,
s = {Q,−}A¯.
The charge Q is constructed as follows [24]: One chooses a one-form γµ, supported inR, such that∫
γ ∧ α =
∫
Σ
α,
for a Cauchy surface Σ contained inR and any closed three form α. One then sets
Q =
∫
γ ∧ J, (57)
where J is the Noether current of the BRST symmetry, which is a 3 form with ghost number 1, and is
conserved on-shell inR.
3.1.3 Background independent local functionals
In the case of scalar field theory, we defined the background independent classical local functionals
as those in the kernel of Dϕ¯, cf. (2). However, as discussed above, the gauge invariant observables
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are defined to be equivalence classes of the BV-BRST cohomology. Therefore, the suitable operator
whose kernel defines the background-independent classical local functionals, must be well-defined on
BV-BRST cohomology (i.e., it must commute with s). However, in view of (53), this is not the case for
Da¯. We, therefore, define the following modified operator
Dˆa¯ := Da¯ − (−,Da¯Ψ), (58)
which turns out to have the desired properties, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. The operator Dˆa¯ defined in (58), satisfies, for Fi with arbitrary support and F supported
inR,
Dˆa¯(F1, F2) = (Dˆa¯F1, F2) + (F1, Dˆa¯F2), (59)(
Dˆa¯ ◦ s− s ◦ Dˆa¯
)
F = 0, (60)(
[Dˆa¯, Dˆa¯′ ]− Dˆ⌊a¯,a¯′⌋
)
F = 0. (61)
Proof. To prove (59), we calculate
Dˆa¯(F1, F2) = Da¯(F1, F2)− ((F1, F2),Da¯Ψ)
= (Da¯F1, F2) + (F1,Da¯F2)− ((F1,Da¯Ψ), F2)− ((F1, (F2,Da¯Ψ))
= (Dˆa¯F1, F2) + (F1, Dˆa¯F2),
where we have used the identity
Da¯(F1, F2) = (Da¯F1, F2) + (F1,Da¯F2),
and the Jacobi identity (51) for the anti-bracket. To prove (60), we compute
Dˆa¯(sF ) = Dˆa¯(S,F ) = (Dˆa¯S,F ) + (S, Dˆa¯F ) = sDˆa¯F,
where we have used (59) and (53). To prove (61), we calculate
Dˆa¯Dˆa¯′F = Da¯Da¯′F − (Da¯′F,Da¯Ψ)− (Da¯F,Da¯′Ψ)− (F,Da¯Da¯′Ψ) + ((F,Da¯′Ψ),Da¯Ψ)
Therefore, we find
([Dˆa¯, Dˆa¯′ ]− Dˆ⌊a¯,a¯′⌋)F = ([Da¯,Da¯′ ]−D⌊a¯,a¯′⌋)F − (F, {[Da¯,Da¯′ ]−D⌊a¯,a¯′⌋}Ψ)
+ ((F,Da¯′Ψ),Da¯Ψ)− ((F,Da¯Ψ),Da¯′Ψ)
= (F, (Da¯′Ψ,Da¯Ψ)),
where we have used
[Da¯,Da¯′ ]−D⌊a¯,a¯′⌋ = 0,
and the Jacobi identity (51). However, sinceΨ does not contain anti-fields, (Da¯′Ψ,Da¯Ψ) = 0 and thus
the curvature of Dˆa¯ vanishes.
Remark 3.4. The “correction term” (−,Da¯Ψ) in (58) can also be motivated as follows. Before introducing
the gauge-fixing Ψ in the action (50), the BV-BRST differential is given by (SYM+Ssc,−)which is related
to the gauge-fixed differential s by
s = e(−,Ψ) ◦ (SYM + Ssc,−) ◦ e
−(−,Ψ), (62)
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where
e(−,Ψ) = id + (−,Ψ) + 12!
(
(−,Ψ),Ψ
)
+ 13!
(
((−,Ψ),Ψ),Ψ
)
+ . . . ,
is a “canonical transformation” generated byΨ (in the cases of interest here, Yang-Mills theory and gravity,
the series truncates, asΨ does not contain anti-fields). Consequently, the cohomologies of (SYM+Ssc,−)
and s turn out to be isomorphic under the map F 7→ e(−,Ψ)F . In the non-gauge fixed theory, Da¯ is the
correct derivative operator, in the sense that it commutes with (SYM + Ssc,−). The operator Dˆa¯ is then
obtained by the same canonical transformation, applied to Da¯:
Dˆa¯ = e
(−,Ψ) ◦ Da¯ ◦ e
−(−,Ψ). (63)
Thus, in view of (62), the correction term can be seen to naturally arise as a consequence of gauge-fixing.
Remark 3.5. In view of (61), one may, similarly to Fedosov’s approach, add the tangent vector fields a¯
to SYM as a new non-dynamical fermionic field and define a differential δˆ = 〈Dˆ−, a¯〉 on a¯ independent
functionals, and extend it naturally to a¯ dependent ones. By (60), δˆ and s then anticommute, so that
one may define a new differential sˆ = s + δˆ, whose cohomology at grade 0 gives the gauge invariant,
background independent, on-shell local functionals. Such an approach was pursued by several authors in
the literature, cf. [20, 46, 47, 48, 49] for example. We do not proceed in this way here, basically because in
the quantized theory, the flatness of the analog of Dˆ will only hold on cohomology, see below.
3.2 Perturbative quantum Yang-Mills theory on a background A¯
In this section, we outline the perturbative quantization of the gauge-fixed Yang-Mills theory, described
in the previous section, i.e., we adapt [24] to the case of non-trivial background gauge fields.
The construction of the free algebraWA¯ is similar to the scalar case, discussed in Section 2.1, now
with the differential operator
P¯ =


(P¯ lin) νµ −∇¯µ 0 0
∇¯ν 1 0 0
0 0 0 ∇¯λ∇¯λ
0 0 −∇¯λ∇¯λ 0

 (64)
acting on (Aν , B,C, C¯). Here P¯
lin was defined in (43). The corresponding Hadamard two-point func-
tion is of the form
ω =


ωv
µ
ν ∇¯νωs 0 0
−∇¯νωv
µ
ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ωs
0 0 ωs 0

 , (65)
where one assumes the vector and scalar two-point functions ωv, ωs to be related by
∇¯ν ◦ ωv
µ
ν = ωs ◦ ∇¯
µ, ∇¯ν ◦ ωs = ωv
µ
ν ◦ ∇¯µ (66)
in U . The latter condition ensures that s0 defines a graded derivation on WA¯, i.e.,
s0(F1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ Fn) =
∑
k
(−1)
∑
l<k εlF1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ s0Fk ⋆ · · · ⋆ Fn
for Fi’s supported in U . That one can construct Hadamard two-point functions ωv, ωs fulfilling these
properties was shown in [50, 51].
As for scalar fields, the on-shell algebra is defined by dividing out the ideal JA¯ generated by the
equations of motion s0Φ
‡
i = 0. It is important to note that these in general contain anti-fields, cf.
Table 1. These are being treated as sources, cf. [12], for example.
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Time-ordered products on the algebra WA¯ are defined analogously to the scalar case to be a col-
lection of maps graded symmetric linear maps
TA¯,n : (W
loc
A¯ )
⊗n →WA¯,
which satisfy the axiomsmentioned below (18) with obvious modifications to adapt to the gauge fields,
and with the difference that local covariance is now defined with respect to the morphisms χ. Time
ordered products with one factor, i.e., Wick powers, are defined analogously to the scalar case, cf.
(27), with a Hadamard parametrix H of the same form of the two-point functions, cf. (65). In partic-
ular, the vector and scalar parametricesHv
µ
ν and Hs fulfill identities analogous to (66), up to smooth
remainders, which in fact vanish in the coinciding point limit.14
3.2.1 Ward identities
A crucial aspect of quantized gauge theory is the interplay of gauge invariance and renormalization.
It is encoded in the anomalous Ward identity [24]
s0TA¯(e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯TA¯({s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (67)
valid for F supported in U .15 Here A(eF⊗) =
∑
n≥1
1
n!An(F
⊗n) is the anomaly, where each An is a
map
An : (W
loc
A¯ )
⊗n →WlocA¯ ,
with properties similar toDn, cf. (26), that is, it is of orderO(~), decreases the totalDeg by 2(n−1), is
supported on the total diagonal, is local and covariant and graded symmetric and scales homogeneously
under (20). As proven in Lemmata A.1 and A.2, it is (anti-) field independent and vanishes if one of the
arguments is a linear (anti-) field. In addition, each An increases the ghost number by 1. Furthermore,
it is subject to the consistency condition [24]
s0A(e
F
⊗) + (F,A(e
F
⊗)) +A({s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e
F
⊗) = 0. (68)
Remark 3.6. In generating identities such as (67) or (68), we always assume F to be Grassmann even.
To handle Grassmann odd F , one proceeds by multiplying with Grassmann odd parameters and differen-
tiating w.r.t. them (taking care about the order).
As argued below, a crucial consistency requirement is the absence of gauge anomalies, i.e.,
A(eSint⊗ ) = 0. (69)
The consistency condition (68) is crucial for the removal of anomalies, i.e., for achieving (69). Let us
indicate how this proceeds. Consider the expansion of A(eSint⊗ ) in powers of ~
A(eSint⊗ ) = A
(m)(eSint⊗ )~
m +A(m+1)(eSint⊗ )~
m+1 + . . . ,
for some integer m > 0. Now we write A(m)(eSint⊗ ) =
∫
M α as an integral of a local four-form
α(x) with ghost number 1 and mass dimension 4 (this follows from the homogeneous scaling of the
anomaly). The consistency condition (68) forF = Sint implies thatα(x) ∈ H
4
1 (s|d). If the cohomology
ringH41 (s|d) is trivial, then
α(x) = sβ(x) + dγ(x),
14This can be shown for example using the methods developed in [52].
15In [24], this was proven for a flat background connection without restrictions on the support of F . This proof can be
straightforwardly generalized to general background connections. However, a crucial ingredient is that s0 is a derivation
and nilpotent, which is only true on functionals supported in U . This motivates the localization suppSint ⊂ U , which, by
(24) ensures that suppT intA¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ⊂ U for suppF ⊂ R (those are the generators that we will be concerned with).
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for some fields β, γ, of ghost number 0 and 1, respectively. Such an anomaly can be removed by passing
to another renormalization scheme, as follows. Let us write the interaction (50) as Sint =
∫
M Lint, and
let L1 be the term of degree 3 in fields and anti-fields (so that Deg(¯iL1) = 1). We now choose a new
scheme T ′ by setting the following local finite counter termsDn:
D(m)n (L1(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ L1(xn)) = −~
mβ(x1)δ(x1, . . . , xn), (70)
where D(m) is the first non-trivial term in the ~-expansion of D(eSint⊗ ) and where n = 2(m − 1) +
degφ β. The anomalies A
′ and A in the schemes T ′ and T are related via [24]
A′
(m)
(eSint⊗ ) = A
(m)(eSint⊗ ) + sD
(m)(eSint⊗ ),
and therefore with the choice (70) the anomaly in the new scheme vanishes
A′
(m)
(eSint⊗ ) =
∫
M
α′ =
∫
M
α− sβ =
∫
M
dγ = 0.
Repeating the argument for higher order coefficients of A in ~, we can fully remove the anomaly.
For the pure Yang-Mills case, as can be seen from (56), H41 (s|d) is actually non-trivial. However,
one can argue [24] that the parity property of the possible gauge anomaly is indeed not compatible
with that of A(eSint⊗ ) and hence is absent, so that there exist a renormalization scheme in which (69)
holds. In the following we assume to work with such a scheme.
3.2.2 Quantum BRST charge and the algebra of physical observables
In analogy with the scalar field theory, we can now define the generating functional
T intA¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) =
∑
n=0
i¯n
n!
T intA¯,n(F
⊗n)
of interacting time ordered products. These generate the interacting algebra Wint
A¯
. Due to the time-
slice axiom [22], it suffices to consider F ’s supported in R. However, the algebra Wint
A¯
also contains
gauge-variant and unphysical functionals. They can be represented only on a space with indefinite in-
ner product. However, the algebra of physical and gauge invariant renormalized observables is defined
to be [24, 53]
FA¯ :=
Ker[Qint
A¯
,−]⋆
Im[Qint
A¯
,−]⋆
, at ghost number 0
in the interacting on-shell algebraWint
A¯
mod JA¯. Here,Q
int
A¯
is the renormalized interacting quantum
BRST charge, obtained by applying the definition (28) to the local functionalQ defined in (57). Equality
in FA¯ is thus equality modulo equations of motion and Im[Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆, i.e.,
F≈FG ⇔ F −G− [Q
int,H]⋆ ∈ J
for someH . Under certain conditions, FA¯ admits a Hilbert space representation [54, 51].
Whether such a construction of FA¯ can be implemented turns out to be closely related to the issue
of local gauge-symmetry preservation at the quantum level, which has the following manifestations:
(i) conservation of the renormalized interacting Noether current J int
A¯
of BRST symmetry,
(ii) nilpotency of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ generated by BRST charge Q
int
A¯
(obtained from J int
A¯
),
(iii) invariance of renormalized operators [Qint
A¯
,Oint
A¯
]⋆ = 0, for classically gauge invariantO.
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As proven in [24, 31], for any theory with local gauge symmetry, the first two manifestations listed
above hold in the absence of gauge anomalies, i.e., when (69) holds. Also, the last manifestation follows
from the anomalous Ward identity (67) if, in addition to (69), we have [24, 31]
A(O ⊗ eSint⊗ ) = 0,
which turns out to be a consequence of the triviality ofH1(s).
The key identity in the proof of the above statements is the following interacting anomalous Ward
identity [31], [
QintA¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )
]
⋆
≈ −T intA¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (71)
which holds for all F supported inR, under assumption (69).16 Here ≈ means equal modulo the ideal
JA¯ of free equations of motion, defined analogously to (17), i.e.,
F≈G ⇔ F −G ∈ JA¯,
and Aint(eF⊗) =
∑
n≥1
1
n!A
int
n (F
⊗n) is the generating functional of interacting anomalies, defined by
Aintn (F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn) := A(F1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fn ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ).
These are subject to the interacting consistency conditions
sAint(eF⊗) + (F,A
int(eF⊗)) +A
int({sF + 12(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e
F
⊗) = 0. (72)
At first order in F , this implies that the quantum BV-BRST operator [31] defined by
qF := sF +Aint1 (F ), (73)
is nilpotent, i.e., q2 = 0. Using this notation, we may express (71) at first order in F as
[QintA¯ , F
int
A¯ ]⋆ ≈ i~ (qF )
int
A¯ . (74)
We also note that by (71), the gauge invariant generators of interacting time-ordered products are given
by T int
A¯
(e¯iF⊗ ), with F fulfilling
sF + 12(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗) = 0. (75)
In particular, an interacting field F int
A¯
= T int
A¯
(F ) is gauge invariant if qF = 0. Furthermore, given F of
ghost number 0 and fulfilling qF = 0, one may supplement it with “contact terms” to F ′ = F +C(eF⊗)
such that F ′ fulfills (75) in the sense of power series in F [55].
3.2.3 Perturbative agreement and the background dependence of the anomaly
As for the scalar case, perturbative agreement is a crucial ingredient for background independence.
For variations of the background connection, it means
δra¯T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = T (¯iδ¯a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) +R(e¯
iF
⊗ ; i¯δ¯a¯S0). (76)
In the following, we sketch the proof that this can indeed be fulfilled in pure Yang-Mills theories, on
a proof in a simpler context given in [30].17 We then explore the interplay of perturbative agreement
and anomalies.
16The proof given in [31] is for flat background connections. The generalization to the general case is straightforward.
The restriction on the support of F stems from the fact that the differential sF = (S, F ) is only nilpotent for F supported
inR, cf. Section 3.1.2.
17Perturbative agreement will in general not hold when the gauge fields couple to chiral fermions, due to the usual chiral
anomalies cf. [52].
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We first need to define the retarded variation, to make sense of the l.h.s. of (76). We recall the
differential operator valued matrix P¯ij defined by
P¯ijΦ
j(x)vol(x) =
δS0|Φ‡=0
δΦi(x)
, (77)
cf. (64), and denote the corresponding retarded/advanced propagator by ∆ijr/a. It fulfills
P¯ik∆
kj
r/a = δ
j
i id = ∆
jk
r/aP¯ki. (78)
Let us also introduce the (differential operator valued) matrixKij defined by
Kij =
δ(s0Φ
i)
δΦj
=


0 0 ∇¯ν 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 , (79)
so thatKijΦ
j = s0Φ
i, and its formal adjoint Kˆ ji such that
Ssc,0 = −
∫
s0Φ
iΦ‡i = −
∫
KijΦ
jΦ‡i = −
∫
ΦiKˆ ji Φ
‡
j. (80)
Then
s0Φ
‡
i =
δR
δΦi
S0 = (−1)
ε
(
P¯ijΦ
jvol− Kˆ ji Φ
‡
j
)
, (81)
with ε the Grassmann parity of Φi.
Analogously to the definition of the retarded wave operator in the scalar case, cf. (33), we now
define18
rA¯′,A¯Φ
i(x) := Φi(x) +
∫
∆′ijr (x, y)
(
(P¯ − P¯ ′)jkΦ
k(y)vol(y)− (Kˆ − Kˆ ′) kj Φ
‡
k(y)
)
,
rA¯′,A¯Φ
‡
i (x) := Φ
‡
i (x).
It maps solutions to the free equations of motion s0Φ
‡
i = 0 on the background A¯ to solutions on the
background A¯′. It follows that the retardedMøller operator τ r, defined as in (32), is well-defined on the
on-shell algebra. One also defines its infinitesimal version, the retarded variation δra, as for the scalar
case, cf. (34).
A crucial ingredient in the proof that perturbative agreement can be fulfilled is the free current,
obtained as the variation of the free part of the action w.r.t. the background connection, i.e.,
j(a) := δ¯aS0. (82)
Here we naturally extend the action to off-shell backgrounds, i.e., a is an arbitrary section of p⊗Ω1, not
subject to the linearized equations of motion. When no sources are present, this current is classically
covariantly conserved on-shell. In the present case, this is spoiled by the presence of anti-fields. One
finds the off-shell identity
∇¯µj
Iµ = −(−1)ε[Φi, s0Φ
‡
i ]
I
g − [K
i
jΦ
j,Φ‡i ]
I
g, (83)
with ε the Grassmann parity of Φi.
We now have all the necessary ingredients to prove that (76) can be fulfilled.
18We refer to [30] for a treatment of fermionic fields.
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Proposition 3.7. In space-time dimension D ≤ 4, perturbative agreement (76) can be fulfilled.
Proof. As shown in [30], cf. also [12], perturbative agreement (76) can be fulfilled, by a redefinition of
time-ordered products involving at least one factor of j(a), provided that19
E(a1, a2) := δ
r
a1T1(j(a2))− δ
r
a2T1(j(a1)) + i¯[T1(j(a1)), T1(j(a2))]⋆ = 0. (84)
This quantity is (anti-) field independent. It was also shown [30] that, for space-time dimensionD ≤ 4,
(84) holds on-shell, provided that the divergence of the Wick ordered current vanishes on-shell,
∇¯µT1(j
Iµ(x)) ≈ 0. (85)
As we argue below, this is true when anti-fields are set to zero (i.e., when the ideal generated by Φ‡i
is modded out). Thus, (84) holds when equations of motion s0Φ
‡
i and anti-fields Φ
‡
i are modded out.
But as E(a1, a2) is independent of (anti-) fields, (84) then also holds off-shell, and so does perturbative
agreement (76).
It remains to argue that (85) indeed holds when anti-fields are set to zero. The first term on the
r.h.s. of (83) then yields equations of motion [Φi, P¯ijΦ
j]Ig . To evaluate the correspondingWick-ordered
product, one has to apply P¯ to the Hadamard parametrixH and evaluate the limit of coinciding points.
This can be done, for example using the methods developed in [52]. However, one can directly see that
the result must vanish, as it is a locally and covariantly constructed section of p of mass dimension
four. No such quantity exists in parity non-violating models for semi-simple gauge groups.
Theorem 3.8. If perturbative agreement (76) holds, background variations of the anomaly satisfy
δ¯a¯A(e
F
⊗) = A(δ¯a¯(S0 + F )⊗ e
F
⊗)
for all F supported in U .
Proof. As the anomaly is local and20
A1(δ¯a¯S0) = 0, (86)
we may choose a¯ to be supported in the region U ′ ⊃ U in which the background A¯ is on-shell. As
nilpotency of s0 and the anomalous Ward identity (67) also hold on functionals supported in U ′, we
may thus use perturbative agreement (76) and (67) to obtain
s0(δ
r
a¯T (e¯
iF
⊗ )) = i¯T
({
s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)
}
⊗ i¯δ¯a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗
)
+ i¯T
(
{(F, δ¯a¯(S0 + F )) + s0δ¯a¯F +A(δ¯a¯(S0 + F )⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗
)
+ i¯R
({
s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)
}
⊗ e¯iF⊗ ; i¯δ¯a¯S0
)
+ i¯R(e¯iF⊗ ; s0δ¯a¯S0), (87)
where we have again used (86). Regarding the last term on the r.h.s., one computes
s0δ¯a¯S0 =
∫
AIµ[(P¯
lina¯)µ, C]Ivol.
In particular, this is supported outside of U . We may thus decompose as
s0δ¯a¯S0 = (s0δ¯a¯S0)− + (s0δ¯a¯S0)+,
19This requirement can be seen as a stronger version of the Wess-Zumino consistency condition, cf. [56].
20This follows from the fact that the l.h.s. is a c-number (by Lemma A.1 and Lemma A.2) of ghost number 1. But no such
c-number exists.
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with supp(s0δ¯a¯S0)± ⊂ J
±(U) \ U . It follows that the last term in (87) may be rewritten as a commu-
tator,
R(e¯iF⊗ ; s0δa¯S0) = −[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−), T (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆.
On the other hand, we have
δra¯(s0T (e¯
iF
⊗ )) = i¯T
({
s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)
}
⊗ i¯δ¯a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗
)
+ i¯T
({
s0δ¯a¯F + (F, δ¯a¯(S0 + F )) + δ¯a¯A(e
F
⊗)
}
⊗ e¯iF⊗
)
+ i¯R
({
s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)
}
⊗ e¯iF⊗ ; i¯δ¯a¯S0
)
.
We thus obtain
[δra¯, s0]T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
(
{δ¯a¯A(e
F
⊗)−A(δ¯a¯(S0 + F )⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗
)
+ i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−), T (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆. (88)
In particular, [δra¯, s0] acts on linear (anti-) fields as
[δra¯, s0]Φ(x) = i¯{δ¯a¯A1(Φ(x)) −A1(δ¯a¯Φ(x))−A2(δ¯a¯S0 ⊗ Φ(x))}+ i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),Φ(x)]⋆
= i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),Φ(x)]⋆,
for x ∈ U , since the anomaly of a linear (anti-) field vanishes, cf. LemmaA.2.21 The action of both s0 and
δra¯, and thus also of [δ
r
a¯, s0], on non-linear functionals is defined by their action on linear functionals,
i.e.,22
[δra¯, s0]T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) =
∫ {
[δra¯, s0]Φ
i(x) δ
δΦi(x)
T (e¯iF⊗ ) + [δ
r
a¯, s0]Φ
‡
i (x)
δ
δΦ‡i (x)
T (e¯iF⊗ )
}
=
∫
i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),Φ
i(x)]⋆
δ
δΦi(x)
T (e¯iF⊗ )vol(x).
Comparing with (88) shows that we are finished if we can show that
0 = i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),−]⋆ − [δ
r
a¯, s0]−
= i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),−]⋆ −
∫
i¯[T ((s0δ¯a¯S0)−),Φ
i(x)]⋆
δ
δΦi(x)
− vol(x).
The r.h.s. of this equation is of the form∫
W ij(x, y) δ
δΦi(x)
δ
δΦj (y)
− vol(x)vol(y),
with some smooth23 kernelW ij which vanishes unless εi + εj mod 2 = 1. It thus suffices to show
that this vanishes when acting on Φi(x)Φj(y) with εi + εj mod 2 = 1. By this restriction, we have
T2(Φ
i(x)⊗ Φj(y)) = Φi(x)Φj(y) and plugging F = λ1Φ
i(x) + λ2Φ
j(y) in (88) and considering the
equation atO(λ1λ2), we indeed find thatW
ij must vanish, again by the absence of anomalies of linear
fields, Lemma A.2.
For the following considerations, it turns out to be convenient to introduce the notation
s(δ¯a¯Ψ) := Da¯S − δa¯S0 = δ¯a¯S − δa¯Sint, (89)
even though outside ofR, s does not need to be well-defined as an operator on local functionals. The
important point is that in R, i.e., when restricted to configurations supported in R, s reduces to the
BV-BRST differential s, cf. Proposition 3.1.
21This can also be shown directly, using the definition of s0 and δ
r
a¯ on Φ
i.
22To be precise, δra¯ also acts non-trivially on background fields, by δ
r
a¯A¯ = a¯. However, as s0 acts trivially on background
fields, so does [δra¯, s0].
23Smoothness follows from the Hadamard property of the two-point function and [57], Thm. 8.2.14.
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Corollary 3.9. If perturbative agreement (76) holds, then, for F supported in U ,
Da¯A
int(eF⊗) = A
int(Da¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗) +A
int(sδ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗),
with sδ¯a¯Ψ defined by (89). In particular, for F supported inR, and n ≥ 1,
Da¯A
int(F⊗n) = nAint(Da¯F ⊗ F
⊗(n−1)) +Aint(sδ¯a¯Ψ⊗ F
⊗n). (90)
Proof. By field independence of the anomaly, Lemma A.1, we have
δa¯A
int(eF⊗) = A
int(δa¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗) +A
int(δa¯Sint ⊗ e
F
⊗).
With Theorem 3.8, we obtain
Da¯A
int(eF⊗) = A
int(Da¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗) +A
int({δ¯a¯(S0 + Sint)− δa¯Sint} ⊗ e
F
⊗),
which proves the first claim. The locality of the anomaly and the fact that on R, sδ¯a¯Ψ = sδ¯a¯Ψ, then
leads to (90).
3.3 Background independence
Having introduced the setting for the quantum Yang-Mills theory perturbatively constructed around
each background A¯, we now turn to the formulation of background independence. In analogy with the
case of scalar field theory (Section 2.2), we can identify the theories defined on different backgrounds
via the retarded variation δra¯. As shown in Section 3.2.3, we can assume that perturbative agreement
(76) holds, and we will do so from now on. Using this variation, we want to define a flat connection
Da¯ on the bundle
FYM :=
⊔
A¯
FA¯ → SYM,
where SYM is the manifold of background field configurations which are solutions to the Yang-Mills
equation, cf. also the discussion following (43). A connection is here defined in complete analogy to
Definition 2.2. The local algebras FA¯(L) are then generated by T
int
A¯
(e¯iF⊗ ) with F supported in L and
fulfilling (75). We would also like to ensure that in the classical limit, it should reduce to the connection
Dˆa¯ on classical local functionals, in the sense that
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈F i¯T
int
A¯ (Dˆa¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) +O(~) (91)
for all F fulfilling (75).
We proceed by definingDa¯ on the full bundle
WYM :=
⊔
A¯
WA¯ → SYM
and showing that it reduces to a connection on FYM, fulfilling the required properties. In particular,
we have to ensure that
(i) it is well-defined on the on-shell algebra;
(ii) it is well-defined on [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ cohomology, i.e., it fulfills (7) on-shell, ensuring that it maps kernel
and image of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ onto themselves;
(iii) it is a derivation, i.e., fulfills (37);
(iv) it respects space-time localization in the sense defined in (38).
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A crucial requirement for the fulfillment of these properties will be the absence of a certain anomaly.
We will later show that time-ordered products can indeed be defined accordingly.
Remark 3.10. There is a subtlety regarding the definition of the bundles FYM and WYM. We recall
that the backgrounds A¯ are only required to be on-shell in U (and to coincide with an arbitrary reference
connection A0 outside of V). Hence, their behavior in V \ U is arbitrary. A further requirement should
thus be that the construction is independent of the choice of a representative, i.e., the connectionDa¯ should
vanish for a¯ supported in V \ U , when applied to T int
A¯
(e¯iF⊗ ) for F supported inR. That this is indeed the
case is checked below, cf. Remark 3.14.
To construct the desired connectionD, it is useful to split the connection Dˆ on local functionals as
Dˆa¯ =
{
δ¯a¯ − (−, δ¯a¯Ψ)
}
− {δa¯ − (−, δa¯Ψ)} ,
where the two terms on the r.h.s. are obtained by applying the canonical gauge fixing transformation
as in (63) separately to δ¯a¯ and δa¯. Hence, it is natural to see the first term on the r.h.s. as the gauge-fixed
background variation, and replace it by the retarded variation. Our first tentative definition is thus
D0a¯ := δ
r
a¯ − δa¯ + (−, δa¯Ψ).
That this is a natural starting point is evidenced by the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.11. The operator D0a¯ is well-defined on the on-shell algebra.
Proof. As the retarded variation is well-defined on the on-shell algebra, it remains to check for the last
two terms. We have
(−, δa¯Ψ) = −〈
δ
δC¯‡
−, ∇¯µa¯µvol〉, (92)
so that the last two terms are derivatives w.r.t. (anti-) fields. Such a derivative is well-defined on the on-
shell algebra if it acts in the direction of a solution to the free equations of motion, i.e., those obtained
by s0Φ
‡
i , cf. Table 1. The perturbation given by
(A,B,C, C¯, A‡, B‡, C‡, C¯‡) = (a¯, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ∇¯µ a¯µvol)
indeed fulfills that requirement, as a¯ is, in U , a solution to (43).
3.3.1 Well-definedness of the connection on the quantum BRST cohomology
Similarly to the case of scalar field theory (Proposition 2.3), D0a¯ acts as
D0a¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
A¯ (D
0
a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; (D
0
a¯Sint + δ¯a¯S0)),
where
D0a¯ := Da¯ + (−, δa¯Ψ).
We note that, by (Sint, δa¯Ψ) = 0, we have
D0a¯Sint = Da¯Sint.
With the notation (89), we thus obtain
D0a¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
A¯ (D
0
a¯F ) + i¯R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; s(δ¯a¯Ψ)). (93)
Note the presence of the second term on the r.h.s. of (93) which is absent in the case of scalar field
theory, cf. (40). It leads to a violation of the locality requirement (38). This term appears because the
gauge-fixing fermion breaks the split independence of the action S, cf. (52).
We first state a lemma which is crucial for the proof of the following theorem.
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Lemma 3.12. For all F supported inR, it holds
D0a¯{sF +
1
2 (F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} − sD
0
a¯F − (sδ¯a¯Ψ, F )− (F,D
0
a¯F )
−Aint(D0a¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(sδ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗) = 0. (94)
Proof. As a consequence of (60), (59), the graded Jacobi identity (51), and (90), the l.h.s. equals
(sF, δ¯a¯Ψ)− s(F, δ¯a¯Ψ)− (sδ¯a¯Ψ, F ) + (A
int(eF⊗), δa¯Ψ)−A
int((F, δa¯Ψ)⊗ e
F
⊗).
The first three terms cancel due to (49) and (51) and the last two terms due to Lemma A.1, taking into
account (92) and the fact that Sint is independent of C¯
‡.
Theorem 3.13. Assuming
Aint1 (δ¯aΨ) = 0, ∀a, suppa ⊂ R, (95)
with a not necessarily a solution to (43), the operator
Da¯ := D
0
a¯ + i¯[(s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ ,−]⋆
= δra¯ − δa¯ − (−, δa¯Ψ) + i¯[(s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ ,−]⋆, (96)
where s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ) is defined in (89) and η is a smooth non-negative function supported on J
−(R) and equal
to 1 on J−(R) \ R, is well-defined on the on-shell [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ cohomology, in the sense that
Da¯[Q
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ − [Q
int
A¯ ,Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ ≈ 0 (97)
for all F supported in R. On this cohomology, it is independent of the choice of η. Furthermore, for F
fulfilling (75), we have
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈F i¯T
int
A¯ ({Dˆa¯F +A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ). (98)
In particular, Da¯ is a connection on FYM fulfilling (91).
Remark 3.14. The last term in the definition (96) can be motivated as follows: Assume that a¯ is supported
outside of U . As discussed in Remark 3.10, the corresponding derivative Da¯ should vanish on T
int
A¯
(e¯iF⊗ )
with F localized inR. The first term on the r.h.s. of (93) does indeed vanish (as the supports of a¯ and F are
disjoint), but the second one does not. However, due to causal factorization (29) of interacting time-ordered
products, it is cancelled by the commutator which is added in (96). This is completely analogous to the
unitary transformation (its generator in the present case) which compensates a change of the infra-red
cut-off of the interaction in the so-called algebraic adiabatic limit, cf. [23].
Proof. We begin by proving the independence of the choice of η. The difference ξ = η1 − η2 of two
admissible ηs is supported inR, where s coincides with s. Hence, under the assumption (95) and using
(74),
(s(δ¯η1a¯Ψ))
int
A¯ − (s(δ¯η2a¯Ψ))
int
A¯ = (s(δ¯ξa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ ≈ −i¯[Q
int
A¯ , (δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯ ]⋆.
But [[Qint
A¯
, (δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯
]⋆,−]⋆ vanishes on [Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆ cohomology, as
[[QintA¯ , (δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯ ]⋆,−]⋆ = [Q
int
A¯ , [(δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯ ,−]⋆]⋆ + (−1)
ε[(δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯ , [Q
int
A¯ ,−]⋆]⋆,
so that the action of [[Qint
A¯
, (δ¯ξa¯Ψ)
int
A¯
]⋆,−]⋆ on a [Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆ closed functional yields a [Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆ exact
functional, i.e., a zero element in the cohomology.
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We continue with proving (97). From equation (93) and for all F , we have
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
A¯ (D
0
a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; s(δ¯a¯Ψ)) + i¯[(s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆. (99)
By the above, we may, without loss of generality, assume that supp η ∩ J+(suppF ) = ∅. We split
s(δ¯a¯Ψ) = s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ) + s(δ¯χa¯Ψ) + s(δ¯ψa¯Ψ),
in the second term on the r.h.s. of (99), where η, χ, and ψ are smooth non-negative functions, summing
up to 1, withχ being supported insideR and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of suppF , η being supported
in J−(R), and ψ supported in J+(R). By causal factorization (29) and (30), we have
RintA¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; s(δ¯a¯Ψ)) = R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; s(δ¯χa¯Ψ)) +R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
= RintA¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; sδ¯χa¯Ψ) + T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))− (s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ ⋆ T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )
= RintA¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; sδ¯χa¯Ψ)− [(s(δ¯ηa¯Ψ))
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆.
We thus obtain
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T
int
A¯ (D
0
a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; sδ¯χa¯Ψ). (100)
With (71), we compute, using the assumption (95),
[QintA¯ ,Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ ≈ −i¯T
int
A¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ D
0
a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− T intA¯ ({sD
0
a¯F + (F,D
0
a¯F ) +A
int(D0a¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− i¯RintA¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ; sδ¯χa¯Ψ)
− T intA¯ ({(sδ¯χa¯Ψ, F ) +A
int(sδ¯χa¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
and
Da¯[Q
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ ≈ −Da¯
(
T intA¯ ({sF +
1
2 (F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
)
≈ −i¯T intA¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ D
0
a¯F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− T intA¯ (D
0
a¯{sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− i¯RintA¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ; sδ¯χa¯Ψ).
It follows that
Da¯[Q
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ − [Q
int
A¯ ,Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆ ≈ T
int
A¯ (Ca¯(F )⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
with Ca¯(F ) the expression on the l.h.s. of (94). Lemma 3.12 thus proves (97).
Finally, we note that using (71) and (95), we may rewrite (100) as
Da¯T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈ i¯T
int
A¯ ({Dˆa¯F +A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− i¯2RintA¯ ({sF +
1
2(F,F ) +A
int(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ; δ¯χa¯Ψ)− i¯
2[QintA¯ , R
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ; δ¯χa¯Ψ)]⋆,
which proves (98).
As a direct consequence of (98), Da¯ fulfills (91) and respects space-time localization in the sense
defined in (38), and so defines a connection on FYM.
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3.3.2 Flatness of the connection on the quantum BRST cohomology
Finally, we want to prove flatness of Da¯.
Theorem 3.15. For all F supported inR, fulfilling (75), and under the assumption (95) we have
([Da¯,Da¯′ ]−D⌊a¯,a¯′⌋)T
int
A¯ (e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈F 0.
Proof. Using (98), it suffices to prove
i¯T intA¯ (Da¯,a¯′(F )⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈F 0,
with
Da¯,a¯′(F ) = ([Dˆa¯, Dˆa¯′ ]− Dˆ⌊a¯,a¯′⌋)F + Dˆa¯A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)− Dˆa¯′A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)
+Aint(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ Dˆa¯′F ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ Dˆa¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯⌊a¯,a¯′⌋Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)
+Aint(Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(Aint(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗).
By (90), we have
Da¯A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−Da¯′A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯⌊a¯,a¯′⌋Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)
= Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ sδ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ sδ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)
+Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗Da¯F ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗Da¯′F ⊗ e
F
⊗) +A
int({Da¯δ¯a¯′ −Da¯′ δ¯a¯ − δ¯⌊a¯,a¯′⌋}Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗).
The last term on the r.h.s. vanishes by the flatness of δ¯ and Lemma A.2. Thus, with (61), we have
Da¯,a¯′(F ) = A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ sδ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ sδ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)
− (Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗),Da¯Ψ) + (A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗),Da¯′Ψ)
−Aint(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ (F,Da¯′Ψ)⊗ e
F
⊗) +A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ (F,Da¯Ψ)⊗ e
F
⊗)
+Aint(Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)−A
int(Aint(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗).
With the consistency condition (72) this simplifies to
Da¯,a¯′(F ) = sA
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗) + (F,A
int(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗))
+Aint(Aint(δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ e
F
⊗),
where we used Lemma A.1, taking into account (92) and the fact that Sint is independent of C¯
‡, and
that Ψ does not contain anti-fields, so that (δ¯a¯′Ψ, δ¯a¯Ψ) = 0. With (71), we thus obtain
i¯T intA¯ (Da¯,a¯′(F )⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) ≈ [Q
int
A¯ , T
int
A¯ (A
int(δ¯a¯Ψ⊗ δ¯a¯′Ψ⊗ e
F
⊗)⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )]⋆,
which proves the statement.
3.3.3 Absence of obstructions to background independence
Above, we found that condition (95) is sufficient to ensure well-definedness and flatness of the connec-
tion Da¯ on [Q
int
A¯
,−]⋆ cohomology. We now show that this can indeed be satisfied in pure Yang-Mills
theory.
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Lemma 3.16. Let T and T ′ be two renormalization schemes related via (25), and let A and A′ be the
corresponding anomalies of the anomalous Ward identities (67) in these schemes. Assuming the anomalies
of the interaction Sint vanish in both schemes, i.e., A(e
Sint
⊗ ) = A
′(eSint⊗ ) = 0, then for all G supported in
R, it holds
sZSintG+ (DSint , ZSintG) +A(ZSintG⊗ e
Sint+DSint
⊗ ) = ZSint(sG+A
′int
1 (G)), (101)
where DSint := D(e
Sint
⊗ ) and ZSintG := G+D(G⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ).
Proof. From relation (25) it follows that
T ′(G⊗ e¯iF⊗ ) = T
′(ZFG⊗ e¯
i(F+DF )
⊗ ).
Using this identity, the anomalous Ward identity in the scheme T ′ takes the form
s0T
′(e¯iF⊗ ) = i¯T
′({s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A
′(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
= i¯T (ZF {s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A
′(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
i(F+DF )
⊗ ). (102)
On the other hand using (25), we can write the anomalous Ward identity as
s0T
′(e¯iF⊗ ) = s0T (e¯
i(F+DF )
⊗ )
= i¯T ({s0(F +DF ) +
1
2(F +DF , F +DF ) +A(e
F+DF
⊗ )} ⊗ e¯
i(F+DF )
⊗ ). (103)
Comparing (102) and (103), we arrive at
s0(F +DF ) +
1
2(F +DF , F +DF ) +A(e
F+DF
⊗ ) = ZF (s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A
′(eF⊗)).
Now (101) follows by replacing F with F + τG, differentiating with respect to τ , and setting τ = 0
and F = Sint.
In the following, we show that the a violation of condition (95) can be removed by a redefinition
of time-ordered products. The strategy is as follows: Assume the the anomaly has been removed up to
order O(~m−1), i.e.,
Aint1 (δ¯aΨ) =
∑
n≥m
~
nA
int(n)
1 (δ¯aΨ), (104)
with Aint(n) independent of ~. We denote by A(m) and D(m) the anomaly and the redefinition of
time-ordered product at order O(~m). From (101), we conclude that
A′(m)(G⊗eSint⊗ ) = A
(m)(G⊗eSint⊗ )+sD
(m)(G⊗eSint⊗ )−D
(m)(sG⊗eSint⊗ )+(G,D
(m)(eSint⊗ )). (105)
There are thus two possible strategies to remove the anomaly of δ¯aΨ at order O(~
m): The first one
would be to set
D(m)(sδ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ) = A
(m)(δ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ). (106)
However, such a definition must not spoil the absence of gauge anomalies or perturbative agreement.
As discussed in the proof of Proposition 3.7, achieving perturbative agreement proceeds by redefining
time-ordered products involving at least one factor j(a) = δ¯aS0, cf. (82). Hence, redefinitions of such
time-ordered products should not be allowed. Furthermore, due to field independence, a redefinition
of a time-ordered product of the form T (δaSi ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ), with the interaction Sint = S1 + S2 and
Deg(¯iSi) = i, would spoil the absence of gauge anomalies. However, by (52), we have
s0δ¯aΨ = δ¯aS0 − δaS1.
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Hence, the time ordered products T (s0δ¯aΨ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ) must not be redefined. Thus, to implement (106),
one would have to redefine time ordered products of the form T (sintδ¯aΨ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ). Concretely, one
would set
D(m)(sintδ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ |n−1) = A
(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ |n), (107)
for n ≥ 1, with
eSint⊗ |n =
∑
k1+2k2=n
1
k1!k2!
S⊗k11 ⊗ S
⊗k2
2 . (108)
Note the different number of interaction terms on the two sides of (107), which is enforced by the
fact that sintδ¯aΨ is cubic in the fields, while δ¯aΨ is only quadratic. This redefinition is still problem-
atic. First, one has to show that the r.h.s. of (107) vanishes for n = 0. Second, and more severe, are
constraints from field independence. One can find a′ such that δa′sintδ¯aΨ vanishes. Hence, if such a
derivative δa′ acts on the first variable of the functional on the l.h.s., one gets a functional that identi-
cally vanishes. Hence, all such derivatives only act on the Si factors. But there are less such factors on
the l.h.s. than on the r.h.s., so that the redefinition (107) might be inconsistent with field independence.
In order to circumvent these difficulties, we exploit the second (in fact related, cf. Remark 3.21)
possibility to removing an anomaly based on (105). Namely, if A(m)(δ¯aΨ ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ) happens to be s
exact, i.e., A(m)(δ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ) = sHa, then we may set
D(m)(δ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ) = −Ha.
Unfortunately, A(m)(δ¯aΨ ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ ) need not be s exact. However, it turns out to be s0 exact, which is
sufficient to remove the anomaly order by order in the number of fields. To prove these statements,
we collect a few lemmata.
Lemma 3.17. The cohomologyHk(s0) is trivial at negative ghost number k < 0.
Proof. The statement was shown in [42], Thm. 7.1, for the full differential s and the restricted algebra
not containing B, C¯ , and their anti-fields. However, adding these does not change the statement,
as they form trivial pairs and do not modify the cohomology. The proof given in [42] only uses the
triviality of the homology of the Koszul-Tate differential at positive anti-field number, and this also
holds for its free part.
Lemma 3.18. Let F = sG be of ghost number 0 and Fi 6= 0 be the lowest order term ofF in an expansion
in total (anti-) field number. Then there exists Gi such that Fi = s0Gi.
Proof. Let Gj 6= 0 be the lowest order term in the (anti-) field number expansion of G. If j = i, we
have found the sought forGi. For j < i, we note that s0Gj = 0. By Lemma 3.17, there isHj such that
Gj = s0Hj . DefineG
(1) = G− sHj . We still have sG
(1) = F , but now the lowest order term of G(1)
occurs at j(1) > j. We continue until j(k) = i.
Lemma 3.19. Let suppa ⊂ R, A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) 6= 0 be the lowest term in the ~ expansion of A
int
1 (δ¯aΨ),
cf. (104), and A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ)i 6= 0 be the lowest order term ofA
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) in an expansion in total (anti-)
field number. Then there exists Gai such that A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ)i = s0Gai.
Proof. Expanding the consistency condition (72) in ~, one finds A
int(n)
1 (sδ¯aΨ) = 0 for all n < m and
sA
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) = A
int(m)
1 (sδ¯aΨ).
By Corollary 3.9 and the absence of gauge anomalies, cf. (69), we have Aint1 (sδ¯a¯Ψ) = 0 for all a¯
fulfilling the linearized field equation (43). In particular, the local functionalAint1 (sδ¯aΨ) vanishes when
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evaluated in configurations supported in a region R′ ⊂ R where a is on-shell, i.e., where P¯ lina = 0
holds. It follows that, for a supported inR,
A
int(m)
1 (sδ¯aΨ) =
∫
Φ(m)IµP¯ linaIµvol,
with Φ(m) a locally and covariantly constructed section of p ⊗ Ω1(M) of ghost number 1 and mass
dimension 1. Furthermore, again by expanding the consistency condition (72), one finds sΦ(m) = 0.
From the triviality of H1(s), it follows that Φ
(m)I
µ = c(m)sAIµ with some coefficient c
(m). Hence,
A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) = c
(m)
∫
AIµP¯ linaIµvol +
∫
Θ(m)IµaIµvol, (109)
with Θ(m) a locally and covariantly constructed section of p ⊗ Ω1(M) of ghost number 0, mass di-
mension 3, and in the kernel of s. By (55), it must thus be of the form Θ(m)Iµ = sΣ(m)Iµ + Ξ(m)Iµ,
with Ξ(m) a c-number. However, the only such c-number would be ∇¯νF¯
Iνµ, which vanishes inR, cf.
(45). Noting that the first term on the r.h.s. of (109) can be rewritten as an element of the image of s0
using s0(A
‡I
µ + ∇¯µC¯
I) = (P¯ linA)Iµ, and using Lemma 3.18 on the second term, we obtain the desired
statement.
We are now ready to perform the necessary redefinitions.
Theorem 3.20. There are renormalization schemes in which the condition (95) holds.
Proof. Let A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) be the lowest term in the ~ expansion (104) and A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ)i 6= 0 be the
lowest order term of A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ) in an expansion in total (anti-) field number. By Lemma 3.19, there
is a Gai such that A
int(m)
1 (δ¯aΨ)i = s0Gai. Now we perform the redefinition
D(m)(δ¯aΨ⊗ e
Sint
⊗ |2(m−1)+i) = −Gai, (110)
where we used the notation (108). Both expressions are at the same order in the interaction, so there are
no potential obstructions from field independence. Expanding (105) in the total (anti-) field number, we
see that the anomaly now occurs at a higher order in the total (anti-) field number. By power counting,
the anomaly has a bounded total (anti-) field number, so the process terminates at some point, so that
the anomaly at order O(~m) is removed. Continuing at higher orders, one removes the anomaly to all
orders.
Remark 3.21. The two possibilities for removing the anomaly, i.e., by either redefining time-ordered
products involving sintδ¯aΨ or δ¯aΨ, are in fact related. This follows from field independence and the fact
that δδC sintδ¯aΨ involves the same Wick power as δ¯aΨ, namely C¯A. Hence, the redefinition (110) implies
a redefinition of the form (107), with a modified right hand side. One can thus see the approach chosen
here as a means to rule out the potential clashes with field independence discussed below (108).
Remark 3.22. The above arguments invoked power counting, and thus relied on power counting renor-
malizablity. Ourmethod is thus not sufficient to rule out violation of background independence for example
in Yang-Mills in higher dimensions.
Remark 3.23. Let us consider the situation when the gauge group is not semi-simple, but contains abelian
factors and possibly also matter fields. The proof of anomaly freedom given in [24] does then not apply, but
let us assume that there are no gauge anomalies. How are our considerations then affected? The dynamical
fields corresponding to the abelian factors are free (apart from the possible coupling to matter), so the
gauge fixing fermion Ψ is independent of the abelian background connection. In particular, δ¯aΨ = 0
if the perturbation a is only in the abelian background connection. It follows that no further potential
obstructions to achieving (95) arise by including abelian factors.
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3.3.4 Summary of assumptions
Even though we discussed Yang-Mills theory here, the treatment of other gauge theories should be
completely analogous, provided that a few conditions are met. Obviously, the theory should have no
gauge anomaly, i.e., (69) holds, and fulfill perturbative agreement w.r.t. changes in the background.
Also the triviality ofH1(s) was used. Apart from that, we used that
(i) Sint does not contain C¯
‡,
(ii) the gauge-fixing fermion is quadratic in fields,
(iii) does not contain anti-fields.
If these conditions are met, then background independence holds, provided that the analog of (95)
does.
Remark 3.24. Throughout, we also assumed compact Cauchy surfaces. This assumption is of technical
nature only. It is relevant for the existence of the interacting BRST charge Qint
A¯
, but as long as one is
not interested in singling out the physical subspace in a Hilbert space representation, this charge is not
needed. We only use it in the form [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ of the on-shell interacting BRST differential. One could
equally well work with the off-shell interacting BRST differential sˆ recently constructed in [55] (which
does not require compact Cauchy surfaces). For non-compact Cauchy surfaces, the construction of the cut-
off functions needed for example in Thm. 3.13 or Thm. 3.8 becomes slightly more involved, but apart from
the fact that the existence of Hadamard states for non-compact Cauchy surfaces has not been proven in full
generality [50], our conclusions also hold for non-compact Cauchy surfaces (with the obvious replacements
of [Qint
A¯
,−]⋆ by sˆ).
3.3.5 Renormalized background independent interacting fields
Lemma 3.12 can be seen as a master equation for the compatibility of Dˆa¯ = D
0
a¯ − (−, δ¯a¯Ψ) and s in
the renormalized setting. Let us explore some consequences.
We recall that for a local functional F to give rise to a gauge invariant interacting field T int
A¯
(F ),
it must fulfill qF = 0, cf. (73) for the definition of q, corresponding to the linearization of (75). As
shown in [55], for any field O of ghost number 0 which is classically gauge invariant, sO = 0, there
is extension O′ = O + O(~) such that qO′ = 0. A further structure that naturally occurs at second
order in F is the quantum anti-bracket [31]
(F1, F2)~ := (F1, F2) + (−1)
ε1Aint2 (F1 ⊗ F2).
We may now define
D~a¯ := Da¯ − (−,Da¯Ψ)~ = Dˆa¯ −A
int
2 (Da¯Ψ⊗−),
which is equal to Dˆa¯ up to quantum corrections. It follows from (98) that a functional F giving rise to
a background independent interacting field T int
A¯
(F ) must fulfill
D~a¯F ∈ Im q.
A straightforward consequence of the consistency condition (72), Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 3.15 is the
following:
Corollary 3.25. For all F supported inR, we have, under the assumption (95),
qD~a¯F −D
~
a¯qF = 0.
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If furthermore qF = 0 = qG, then also
{[D~a¯,D
~
a¯′ ]−D
~
⌊a¯,a¯′⌋}F ∈ Im q,
D~a¯(F,G)~ − (D
~
a¯F,G)~ − (F,D
~
a¯G)~ ∈ Im q.
A natural question is now the following. Assume a field O is given which is classically gauge
invariant and background independent, i.e.,
sO = 0, Dˆa¯O = 0,
is there an extension O′ = O +O(~) such that
qO′ = 0, D~a¯O
′ ∈ Im q
holds, so that O′intA¯ is a gauge invariant, background independent field? Given an extension O
′ such
that qO′ = 0, one may evaluate it on one background A¯′ and then obtain local functionals on general
backgrounds by parallel transport w.r.t.D~, at least locally on SYM (using thatD
~ is flat on q cohomol-
ogy). However, it is not obvious whether one may choose the extension O′ such that this procedure
results in a proper field in the sense defined in Section 2.1, i.e., is independent of A¯′. We leave this as
an interesting open problem.
4 Perturbative quantum gravity
Having treated background independence for Yang-Mills theory in full detail, we now turn to pertur-
bative quantum gravity, with an emphasis on the differences to the Yang-Mills case. Quantum gravity
in the sense of perturbation theory around generic backgrounds was recently formulated in [2]. Our
setup differs in an important point, so this difference will also be highlighted.
The principal dynamical variable is the metric perturbation hµν , i.e., the full metric is given by
gµν = g¯µν + hµν ,
with g¯µν the background metric. It is supplemented by ghosts c
µ, antighosts c¯µ, Lagrange multipliers
bµ, which are (co-) vector fields and transform under the BRST transformation as
shµν = ∇µcν +∇νcµ, sc
µ = cν∇νc
µ, sc¯µ = ibµ, sbµ = 0,
with ∇ the Levi-Civita derivative w.r.t. gµν . Correspondingly, the Einstein-Hilbert action is extended
to
SEH + Ssc =
∫
M
(
R[g¯ + h]vol[g¯ + h]− Lcgµνh
µν‡ − ibµc¯
µ‡ − cν∇νc
µc‡µ
)
,
where the antifields Φ‡ are interpreted as tensor-valued densities. The action is invariant under back-
ground gauge transformations, i.e., diffeomorphisms ψ : M ′ → M acting via pull-back on g¯ and the
dynamical fields.
As for Yang-Mills fields, the interaction terms are adiabatically cut-off. There is a slight complica-
tion w.r.t. the Yang-Mills case in that the cut-off function should be a function of covariant coordinates,
cf. below. That, however, does not change anything substantial, so this cut-off can be treated as for
Yang-Mills fields. Hence, we ignore this subtlety in the following. In the region where the cut-off
function is equal to one, the extended action has the shift symmetry
δ(SEH + Ssc)
δg¯(x)
=
δ(SEH + Ssc)int
δh(x)
.
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To implement the harmonic (or de Donder) gauge, we employ the gauge fixing fermion [58]
Ψ = i
∫
M
(
∇¯µc¯ν(g¯
µλg¯ρν − 12 g¯
µν g¯λρ)hλρ −
1
2bµc¯
µ
)
vol[g¯],
which is a covariant functional of the dynamical fields and the background metric g¯. Here ∇¯ is the
Levi-Civita derivative w.r.t. g¯µν . The gauge fixed action then becomes
S = Ssc +
∫
M
{
R[g]vol[g]−
(
∇¯µbν(g¯
µλg¯ρν − 12 g¯
µν g¯λρ)hλρ −
1
2bµb
µ
)
vol[g¯]
−i
(
2∇¯(µc¯ν)(∇¯µcν +
1
2c
λ∇¯λhµν + hλµ∇¯νc
λ)− ∇¯λc¯
λ(∇¯ρc
ρ + 12c
ρ∇¯ρh+ hµν∇¯
νcµ)
)
vol[g¯]
}
with h := g¯µνhµν . It leads to hyperbolic equations of motion at the linearized level for c
µ, c¯ν and
γµν := hµν −
1
2 g¯µνh (after eliminating bν ).
Local observables can be constructed as proposed in [2, 16], by what one might call covariant
coordinates. One chooses backgrounds g¯ that are sufficiently generic24 to allow, in a neighborhood of
g¯, for 4 curvature scalars to provide a coordinate system X[g] : M → U ⊂ R4. By definition, these
fulfil
X[ψ∗g] = X[g] ◦ ψ
for a diffeomorphism ψ. It follows that
ψ∗ ◦X∗[g] = X∗[ψ∗g], X[ψ∗g]∗ = X[g]∗ ◦ ψ∗. (111)
Given a test tensor t onM , and T [g] a tensor covariantly constructed out of themetric, i.e., obtained
by contractions of gµν , g
µν ,∇(λ1 . . .∇λr)Rµνρσ , one defines
Tg¯(t)(h) =
∫
M
tν1...νlµ1...µkX[g¯]
∗ ◦X[g¯ + h]∗(vol[g¯ + h]T [g¯ + h])
µ1...µk
ν1...νl
. (112)
From (111), it follows that the observable (112) transforms covariantly,
Tψ∗ g¯(ψ
∗t)(ψ∗h) = Tg¯(t)(h),
and is in the kernel of the BRST operator. We refer to [2, 16] for the interpretation of these observables.
An adiabatic cut-off of the interaction terms, respecting covariance, can be implemented similarly.
LetLint be the interaction Lagrangian density, obtained by Taylor expansion of the Lagrangian density
in (h, c, c¯, b, h‡, c‡, c¯‡) and keeping only the terms of order higher than two. Then a covariant cutoff
can be implemented as
Sint =
∫
M
λX[g¯]∗ ◦X[g¯ + h]∗(Lint),
with λ a test function on the background, assumed to be equal to one in a neighborhood of the region
R, cf. the set-up for the Yang-Mills case.
As for the case of pure Yang-Mills theory, there are no gauge anomalies and H1(s) is trivial [61],
and there is also no obstruction to the fulfilment of perturbative agreement [12] for variations in the
background metric. Also the conditions (i)–(iii) stated in Section 3.3.4 are met. It follows that it suffices
to check the fulfillment of the analog of condition (95), which is
Aint1 (δ¯kΨ) = 0,
24For similar constructions on non-generic backgrounds, we refer to [59], [60].
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where
δ¯kΨ = 〈
δ
δg¯µν
Ψ, kµν〉.
Due to power-counting non-renormalizability, the arguments invoked in Section 3.3.3 to prove the
fulfillment of (95) can not be adapted to the present setting, cf. also Remark 3.22. For example, even if
Aint1 (sδ¯kΨ) = 0 holds, one can, using the covariant coordinates, still find non-trivial analogs of Θ in
the proof of Lemma 3.19, such as
Aint1 (δ¯kΨ) =
∫
M
kµνΘ
µν
with
Θµν = X[g¯]∗ ◦X[g¯ + h]∗(vol[g¯ + h]T [g¯ + h])
µν
for any covariant symmetric tensor T . We leave open the question whether such obstructions to back-
ground independence occur in perturbative quantum gravity.
Remark 4.1. In one respect, our setup severely deviates from the one employed in [2]. There, the gauge
condition is that the four curvature scalarsX that are used as coordinates are harmonic. The corresponding
Lagrange multipliers b are then a collection of four scalars, and accordingly for the antighosts c¯. It follows
that the gauge fixed action is no longer covariant but explicitly depends on the choice of the coordinates
X . It is in fact not even invariant under changing the coordinates to Y = ψ ◦X using a diffeomorphism
ψ of R4, i.e., under relabelling the points in the chart. The advantage of this approach is that the gauge
fixing fermion does not break the split independence. The downside is of course that in the end one has to
show that covariance is still intact in the observable algebra. Furthermore, having given up covariance,
renormalization schemes and thus also potential anomalies aremuch less constrained than in our approach.
4.1 Background independence as triviality of the relative Cauchy evolution
Finally, let us comment on a different criterion for background independence, which is used in [2] in the
context of perturbative quantum gravity. Based on ideas formulated in [62], background independence
is there defined as triviality of the interacting relative Cauchy evolution β. We first discuss it in the
example of the scalar field. One defines
βφ¯′,φ¯ := Rφ¯(−; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ◦ τ rφ¯φ¯′ ◦Rφ¯′(−; e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ◦ Aφ¯′(−; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
−1 ◦
(
τaφ¯φ¯′
)−1
◦ Aφ¯(−; e¯
iSint
⊗ ).
Here τa is the advanced Møller operator, defined in complete analogy to the retarded one, cf. (32), and
A is the advanced product25 defined as
A(e¯iF⊗ ; e¯
iG
⊗ ) := T (e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iG
⊗ ) ⋆ T (e¯
iG
⊗ )
−1.
The inverses of retarded and advanced products appearing here are purely formal. However, the re-
quirement that β is trivial on-shell can be properly formulated as
Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆
(
τ rφ¯φ¯′Rφ¯′(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
≈
(
τaφ¯φ¯′Aφ¯′(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
⋆ Tφ¯(e¯
iSint
⊗ ).
The infinitesimal version of this is, using perturbative agreement,
0 ≈ T (e¯iSint⊗ ) ⋆
(
δrϕ¯R(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
−
(
δaϕ¯A(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
⋆ T (e¯iSint⊗ )
= −i¯A(δ¯ϕ¯S; e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆ T (e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ) + i¯T (e¯
iF
⊗ ⊗ e¯
iSint
⊗ ) ⋆ R(δ¯ϕ¯S; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
= −i¯T (e¯iSint⊗ ) ⋆ [R(δ¯ϕ¯S; e¯
iSint
⊗ ), R(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )]⋆.
25In this section, A denotes the advanced product, not the anomaly.
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Formally, i.e., putting aside cut-off issues, we have δϕ¯S0 = 0, so that, with (13), we may replace δ¯ϕ¯S by
δϕ¯S and conclude that the equation is indeed fulfilled, by the field equation, which follows from (23).
In the case of Yang-Mills theory, the split independence of the action is broken by gauge fixing, cf.
(52), so that one then obtains, again ignoring cut-off issues,
T (e¯iSint⊗ ) ⋆
(
δra¯R(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
−
(
δaa¯A(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )
)
⋆ T (e¯iSint⊗ )
≈ −i¯T (e¯iSint⊗ ) ⋆ [R(sδ¯a¯Ψ; e¯
iSint
⊗ ), R(e¯
iF
⊗ ; e¯
iSint
⊗ )]⋆.
For F fulfilling (75) and assuming (95) and [Qint
A¯
, T (e¯iSint⊗ )]⋆ ≈ 0, the r.h.s. can be written as an element
of Im[Qint
A¯
,−]⋆, i.e., as a trivial element. Hence, assuming the absence of the anomaly (95), one finds
that the interacting relative Cauchy evolution is indeed trivial on the cohomology.
Two comments are in order:
• As discussed in Remark 4.1, in [2] the breaking of the split independence of the action is avoided
by the use of a non-covariant gauge fixing. In particular, the relevance of the absence of the
anomaly (95) was not noted there. The problems with such a non-covariant gauge fixing were
discussed in Remark 4.1.
• The significance of the criterion proposed in [2], i.e., triviality of the interacting relative Cauchy
evolution, seems unclear. Following the derivation above, one finds that, in the case of gravity,
it is implied by the on-shell vanishing of the stress-energy tensor δ¯k¯S, or, equivalently, by the
on-shell fulfillment of the equations of motion. However, it gives no information about how to
relate observables defined on different backgrounds, i.e., does not answer our initial question, as
evidenced by the fact that all derivatives of F w.r.t. the background fields drop out in the above
calculations. We therefore think that triviality of the interacting relative Cauchy evolution is not
a sufficient criterion for background independence.
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A Lemmata on the anomaly
Lemma A.1. The anomaly A(eF⊗) is (anti-) field-independent, in the sense that
δ
δΦi(x)
A(eF⊗) = (−1)
εA( δ
δΦi(x)
F ⊗ eF⊗), (113)
where Φi = (AIµ, B
I , CI , C¯I) and ε is the Grassmann parity of Φi, and analogously for Φ‡i .
Proof. From the anomalous Ward identity (67) and field-independence (22) of time-ordered products,
we have
δ
δΦi
s0T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = (−1)
εi¯T ({s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ i¯
δ
δΦi
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
+ i¯T ({ δ
δΦi
s0F + (
δ
δΦi
F,F ) + δ
δΦi
A(eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ).
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On the other hand, we have
s0(
δ
δΦi
T (e¯iF⊗ )) = s0T (¯i
δ
δΦi
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
= (−1)ε i¯T (¯i δ
δΦi
F ⊗ {s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
+ i¯T ({s0
δ
δΦi
F + (F, δ
δΦi
F ) +A( δ
δΦi
F ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ).
We thus obtain
[ δ
δΦi
, s0]T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T ([
δ
δΦi
, s0]F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + i¯T ({
δ
δΦi
A(eF⊗)− (−1)
εA( δ
δΦi
F ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (114)
where
[ δ
δΦi
, s0] :=
δ
δΦi
◦ s0 − (−1)
εs0 ◦
δ
δΦi
.
It thus remains to show that
[ δ
δΦi
, s0]T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) = i¯T ([
δ
δΦi
, s0]F ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (115)
which together with (114) implies the claim. To prove this, we note that δS0
δΦi
is a linear expression in
fields and anti-fields, hence, can be written δS0
δΦi
= aijΦ
j+bi
jΦ‡j for some (differential operator valued)
coefficients aij, b
i
j . Thus,
[ δ
δΦi
, s0] = (
δ
δΦi
S0,−) = aij
δ
δΦ‡j
− bi
j δ
δΦj
. (116)
Therefore, (115) follows from (anti-) field independence of time-ordered products. For anti-field inde-
pendence, the proof proceeds analogously.
Lemma A.2. Let Φi = (AIµ, B
I , CI , C¯I). Then A(Φi(x) ⊗ eF⊗) = 0, for all F , and analogously for
antifields.
Proof. To prove the claim, we use the single field axiom, i.e., (23), which in the present situation reads
T (Φi(x)⊗ e¯iF⊗ ) = Φ
i(x) ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ )−
∫
∆ija (x, y)T (
δ
δΦj (y)
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ), (117)
where ∆ija (x, y) is the advanced propagator of the differential operator P¯ij defined in (77). We also
recall the definitions (79), (80) of the (differential operator valued) matricesKij and Kˆ
j
i . From (81) and
s20Φ
‡
i = 0, it follows that
P¯ijK
j
k + (−1)
εKˆ ji P¯jk = 0,
with ε the Grassmann parity of Φi. This implies, cf. [63],
Kij∆
jk
r/a + (−1)
ε∆ikr/aKˆ
j
k = 0. (118)
From (117) it follows that for the linear fields s0Φ
i, we have
T (s0Φ
i ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ) = T (K
i
jΦ
j ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ) = s0Φ
i ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ )− T (K
i
j∆
jk
a
δ
δΦk
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ), (119)
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where for simplicity we omitted the variable x and ∆jka
δ
δΦk
should be read as
∫
∆jka (x, y)
δ
δΦk(y)
. To
prove the claim, we first apply s0 on the left hand side of (117) and find
s0T (Φ
i ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
= T ({s0Φ
i + (F,Φi) +A(Φi ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + (−1)
ε i¯T (Φi ⊗ {s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
= T ({s0Φ
i + (F,Φi) +A(Φi ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + (−1)
ε i¯Φi ⋆ T ({s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− (−1)εT (∆ija
δ
δΦj
{s0F +
1
2(F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− i¯T ({s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗∆
ij
a
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
= T ({s0Φ
i + (F,Φi) +A(Φi ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) + (−1)
εΦi ⋆ s0T (e¯
iF
⊗ )
− (−1)εT ({∆ija
δ
δΦj
s0F + (∆
ij
a
δ
δΦj
F,F ) + (−1)εA(∆ija
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− i¯T ({s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗∆
ij
a
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ), (120)
with ε the Grassmann parity of Φi. In the first step we have used the anomalous Ward identity (67)
and the sign factor appears by commuting Φi and s0F +
1
2(F,F ) + A(e
F
⊗), which is fermionic. In
the second step, we used (117) to pull Φi out of the time-ordered product, and in the last step we have
again used (67) and the field independence of A(eF⊗), i.e., (113). Now applying s0 on the r.h.s. of (117)
we find
s0
[
Φi ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ )− T (∆
ij
a
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
]
= s0Φ
i ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ ) + (−1)
εΦi ⋆ s0T (e¯
iF
⊗ )
− T ({s0∆
ij
a
δ
δΦj
F + (F,∆ija
δ
δΦj
F ) +A(∆ija
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ eF⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ )
− (−1)ε i¯T (∆ija
δ
δΦj
F ⊗ {s0F +
1
2 (F,F ) +A(e
F
⊗)} ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ). (121)
Equating (120) and (121) we arrive at
T (A(Φi ⊗ eF⊗)⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) = s0Φ
i ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ )− T ({s0Φ
i + (F,Φi)} ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
+ (−1)εT ((∆ija
δ
δΦj
S0, F )⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ), (122)
where we have used (116). Using (78) and noting that S0 = S0|Φ‡=0 −
∫
ΦjKˆ kj Φ
‡
k, we find
(∆ija
δ
δΦj
S0, F ) = (∆
ij
a P¯jkΦ
kvol −∆ija Kˆ
k
j Φ
‡
k, F ) = (Φ
i, F ) + ∆ija Kˆ
k
j
δ
δΦk
F
Inserting this back into (122) and using (118), we obtain
T (A(Φi ⊗ eF⊗)⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) = s0Φ
i ⋆ T (e¯iF⊗ )− T (s0Φ
i ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )− T (K
i
j∆
jk
a
δ
δΦk
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ ),
which vanishes by (119). This proves the claim.
For an anti-field Φ‡i , the second term on the r.h.s. of (117) is absent, and so are the last two terms
on the r.h.s. of (120) and (121). The claim then follows from (81), which entails
T (s0Φ
‡
i ⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ) = s0Φ
‡
i ⋆ T (e¯
iF
⊗ )− (−1)
εT (volP¯ij∆
jk
a
δ
δΦk
F ⊗ e¯iF⊗ )
= s0Φ
‡
i ⋆ T (e¯
iF
⊗ ) + (−1)
εT ((Φ‡i , F )⊗ e¯
iF
⊗ ),
with ε the Grassmann parity of Φi.
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Glossary
a¯ Background variation satisfying P¯ lina¯ = 0 (tangent vector fields on SYM). 15
A¯ Background G-connection. 5
A Dynamical g-valued 1-form. 5
Aintn Interacting anomaly with n local insertions. 25
∆
r/a
φ¯
Retarded/advanced propagator of Pφ¯. 9
δ¯ϕ¯ Variation w.r.t. background field δ¯ϕ¯ = 〈
δ
δφ¯
−, ϕ¯〉. 4
δϕ¯ Variation w.r.t. dynamical field δϕ¯ = 〈
δ
δφ−, ϕ¯〉. 4
δrϕ¯ Retarded variation. 12
Dϕ¯ Connection on local functionals F [φ¯, φ], Dϕ¯ = δ¯ϕ¯ − δϕ¯. 4
Dϕ¯ Connection on sections φ¯ 7→ T
int
φ¯
(e¯
iF [φ¯,−]
⊗ ), Dϕ¯ = δ
r
ϕ¯ − δϕ¯. 4
Da¯ Connection on local functionals F [A¯, A], Da¯ = δ¯a¯ − δa¯. 19
Dˆa¯ Connection on local functionals F [A¯, A], Dˆa¯ = Da¯ − (−,Da¯Ψ). 20
Da¯ Connection on sections A¯ 7→ T
int
A¯
(e¯
iF [A¯,−]
⊗ ). 31
Deg Grading on functionals, Deg = degφ+2deg~. 9
≈ Equal modulo free field equations. 25
≈F Equality in FA¯. 24
ϕ¯ Background variation satisfying Pφ¯ϕ¯ = 0 (tangent vector fields on SΦ4 ). 8
φ¯ Background scalar field. 3
φ Dynamical scalar field. 3
F¯ curvature of A¯. 15
FA¯ Local algebra of physical, gauge-invariant interacting quantum fields on A¯. 24
FYM Bundle of physical, gauge-invariant interacting quantum fields for Yang-Mills theory. 29
i¯ i
~
. 10
Jφ¯ Ideal of free equations of motion in background φ¯. 9
J±(L) Causal future/past of L. 7
∇¯µ Background covariant derivative. 15
O Field. 9
Ωk Bundle of k forms onM . 15
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Ψ Gauge-fixing fermion. 17
p Associated bundle p = P ×ad g. 15
P¯ lin Linearized Yang-Mills operator around A¯. 15
Pφ¯ Linearized Φ
4 differential operator around φ¯. 8
q Quantum BV-BRST differential, q = s+O(~). 25
Qint
A¯
Quantum BRST charge. 24
R Localization region of observables. 7
Rφ¯ Retarded products valued inWφ¯. 11
SΦ4 Manifold of on-shell background Φ
4 configurations. 8
SYM Manifold of on-shell background Yang-Mills connections. 15
s BV-BRST differential. 17
S Gauge-fixed action, s = (S,−) . 17
Tφ¯,n Time-ordered products valued inWφ¯. 9
TA¯,n Time-ordered products valued in WA¯. 22
T int
φ¯
Interacting time-ordered products valued in Wφ¯. 11
Wφ¯ Algebra of quantum fields for the background φ¯. 8
W
loc
φ¯
Local functionals on the background φ¯. 9
WA¯ Algebra of quantum fields for the background A¯. 22
W
int
Φ4 Algebra bundle of Φ
4-theory. 4
WYM Algebra bundle of Yang-Mills theory. 29
(F1, F2) Anti-bracket. 17
[φ(x), φ(y)]⋆ Graded commutator of quantum fields. 8
⌊ϕ¯, ϕ¯′⌋ Lie bracket of vector fields on SΦ4/SYM. 14
[−,−]g Lie bracket on the Lie algebra g. 14
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